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ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF COUNCIL
PERSONNEL WELFARE COMMITTEE AGENDA
11/15/96

* Guest Speaker Judy Donald
Judy will discuss the latest draft of the performance evaluation form.

* Collection of data from other universities
For both merit pay, and salary progression.

* Are there alternative methods to the standard merit pay system as used
by BGSU ??? ·
Example: (and probably a bad one)
Each year, $50,000 of the total salary increase for contract staff is set aside
for merit pay bonuses of $1,000 to each of so qualified employees. These
employees either write, or have written by others, a short justification for the
merit pay bonus. The bonus exists for just that year.
All other salary increases are across the board.
Disadvantage: Competition for the bonuses would be keen, inflicting possible
damage to team (community) building.
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X -Sender: jluthma @mailbox. bgsu.edu
Mime-Version: 1.0
To: ABETTS@bgn~Lbgsu.edu, DBOYCE@bgnet.bgsu.edu, HANNA@wbgu.bgsu.edu,
KEPKEJM@bgnet.bgsu.edu, IKLOPPI@CBA.bgsu.edu, E<)DONNE•;}lbgnel.bgsu.edu,
jmorga3 @ bgnet. bgsu.edu, whitmire@ bgne t. bgsu.edu
From: Joe Luthman <jluthma @bgnet.bgsu.edu>
Subject: PWC Friday 10:30
Status:
Here is the agenda for tmnonow's PWC rneeting at the TV statkm Conference
Room Bat 10:30mn. Sharon will need to leave by I 1:15am.
ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF COUNCIL
PERSONNEL WELFARE COMN.IITTEE AGENDA

12/13/96

* Collection of data from other universities
This is the 3rd draft of survey questim1s f•)r other Universities
conceming merit and progression. Tomorrow at the meeting, we can talk
about which university each of us can call.
The data I have about who will citll the Universities is:
Aleron
- ???
Ohio U. - Ed
Cincim1ati - Joyce
Ohi•:J State - ???
Kent
- Deb
Toledo - ???
Miami
-Sharon
This was from last summer, so feel free to request different universities •Jr
the same.... But let's don't call until we all OK a final draft of
questions.
1) Do you have merit pay?

If no, do y.:)ll have another system? How does it w.xk? May we have a copy?
If so: (on each \.1uestion, re.quest copies of documents used)
a) What percentage ,)fa pay raise is merit/across the board?
-What is the pr.xess used f•:Jr negotiating tllis percentage?
b) Is the % of merit/across the b.xu·d the same evety year?
c) How frequently is merit given? How is tllis detemlined?
d) What criteria are used to detennine the mnount •:Jf the metit pay?
- Is this tied to perf•:J1Tnance evaluati•)ns? Can we obtain a copy of
these
critelia?
e) Is merit given as a "bonus" each year or is it rolled into the base
salary?
2) Is there a classification system f,:Jr contract staff?
If so: (on each question, request copies .:•f do.::uments used)
PLEASE SEND A COPY OF THE PAY GRADES/RANGES
a) What is the pr•Jcess (if possible) for m,)ving from one pay grade to
another?
b) What happens when you reach ma'l: pay in your grade - does tllis mean n,J
more melit?
c) Given that a staff person receives average merit pay, how long does it
tate to go from the mitlimum pay to the maximum pay in the range?
How long to the nlidpoint? First quat1ile??
-Are there any rules for lllis movement/progression through the pay range?
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Examples indudc. longevity, pctf•Jl111an~e, or?????
d) D.::.es the pay rcmge move up with ea~h a~t\)SS the board in~rease .::'r is
this done every so many years? What determines how mu-::h they ITI•Jve?
e) How often are: wage assessment smveys d·Jne? vVith whkh groups are the
assessments ~omp;;u·ed? (ex. manufacturing, edu~at:ion, gownunent, etc .. )
What changes have happened based on the results of the assessment smvey?
3 Do you receive a ~ost-of-living adjustment?
If so: (Lt11 ea~h question, request copies of documents use~)
a) How are the amount and frequen~y detennined?
b) If you ~m:~ at the top •Jf your pay grade, d·J yon receive a ~ost of living
·
adjustment?
Please ~rilique, and add questions to the above... The intent is to re~1uest
data just once fmm our peers at •Jther universities.
:::Salary smvey for pr.::,gressictl1. Km·en Woods will deliver data to us
covering pay grade, salary, hire date, position stmt date, etc.
::: Human Resources Group. A group initiated by Rll~au/Middleton, bringing
together the Pers.:mnel vVelfare representatives fwm Classified,
·
Administrative, and Faculty.
Joe Luthman
330 Hayes Hall, Comp. Svcs.
B·Jwling Green State University
Sr.Systems Programmer
jluthma@bgnet.bgsu.edu
Bowling Green,OH 43403
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The 3rd draft of survey questions for other Universities

If so: (on each question, request copies of documents used)
a) What percentage of a pay raise is merit/across the board?
- What is the process used for negotiating this percentag~? ,.
b) Is the % of meriVacross the board the same every year?
c) How frequently is merit given? How is this determined?·
d) What criteria are used to determine the amount of the merit pay?
- Is this tied to performance evaluations?.. Can we obtain a copy of these criteria?
e) Is merit given a~~ A ~~:P1us• eact)_,year o~ is it rolled into t~~ ~as~. sa!ary~
\
1, J

-F\
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2) Is there a clasSfficatioh' syst~m for contrict staff?
·
I
If so: (on each question, request copies of documents used)
PLEASE SEND A COPY OF THE PAY GRADES/RANGES
a) What is the process (if possible) for moving from one pay grade to another?
b) What happens when you reach max pay in your grade - does this mean no more merit?
c) Given that a staff person receives average merit pay, how long does it
take to go from the minimum pay to the maximum pay in the range?
How long to the midpoint? First quartile??
- Are there any rules for this movemenVprogression through the pay range?
Examples include longevity, performance, or?????
d) Does the pay range move up with each across the board increase or is .
this done every so many years? What determines how much they move?
e) How often are wage assessment surveys done? With which groups are the assessments
compared? (ex. manufacturing, education, government, etc..)
..r~_
)._ ;..).... -;...f-L.
What changes have happened based on the results C?f the assessment survey?
f)
>'-t; k.-~.Y.. ~~-,t) Jt'- .:;..e_ 7 ·-::' ) ;.. .':'j. s ~ ~~'':-.f.: ~J-_, ~ ~, ,..d , . i,1 , -;J 1 \::..
3 Do you receive··a ce>st-of-living atfjustrnent?'
(j
~~
If so: (on each question, request copies of documents used)
(/
a) How are the amount and frequency determined?
b) If you are at the top of your pay grade, do you receive a cost of living
adjustment?

J..-o.J' J,cv:r

* Salary survey for progression. Karen Woods will deliver data to us covering pay grade,
salary, hire date, position start date, etc.

* Human Resources Group. A group initiated by Ribeau/Middleton, bringing together the
Personnel Welfare representatives from Classified, Administrative, and Faculty.
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December 16, 1996

MEMORA_"NDUM

TO:

Administrative Staff

FROM:

Joun Mc.rgan, Chair, Administrative Staff Council
Perfom1ance Appraisal Committee
Judy Donald, Chair, Continuing Education
Shelley Appelbaum, Athletics
Bt;.'atl Betmer, Hwnan Resources
Shirley Colaner, Human Resources
Robert Grahrun, Library
Joann Kroll, Career Services
Dan PruTatt, EnvironmentoJ HeaJth &. S:llety
Judy Paschal is, \\'BGU-TV
Lori Schwuacher, Payroll
Karen Woods, Hwnan Resources

SUBJ:

Perfom1ance Appraisal Fom1

In the Fall of 1995 th~ Administrative StalfPerfumlrulce Apprr.Usal Conm1ittee was

appointed, with r~pre8entation fi·~m each Vice Presidential Aren, charged \IIlith the task of
developing a perfonnan{~e appraisal process for the administrative staff.
In order to d~vdop an instrument representative of administrative staff at BGSU, the

committee spent time researching many existing procot.sses both at BGSU as well as other
ru1d businesses. A SUI"\'ey was developed ru1d di:;1ributt>:d earlier this year to
dehmnine the positivets and negatives ofth~ cw1·ent evaluation process for administrative
staff TI1e r~ilults were compiled ru1d shared with Ad Com1cil ru1d Administratiw Stafflate
in the spring s~mest~r. Using tllt'' results ofth~.~ survey and a random sampling of 40
administrative staff. positions at BGSU, the committee d~'veloped the dimensions that
would be wed on tl1e appraisal f('ltlll. TI1e:se were presented to tl1e Administrative Staff
Cowh;il at the September m~eting where a r.;'!qUt\ilt for i~edback from Administrativ.-. Staff
was made.
universitiet~

During tl1~ November 1996 ASC meeting, tl1e 1996-97 goals were approved \Vitll Goal #2
bdng tl1e continu~d development of a petfom1ru1<.~e evaluation procedw·e \\>'hich provides aJl
equitabk· ~se:;;sm~nt ofperfbnnance for aJI administr:Jth·e staff Culmination ofthe
commitbe's effortiS rus well as keeping on tllilk \&.•itll the ASC goal, have resulted in the
endos~d doc,mnent that we feel provides the flexibility atld w1ifonuity needed to
effectively assess administrative staff across the university commm1ity.
(over)

Page 2
Thiil fom1 Vlill be an item on the agenda for tht- January ASC me~ting, so we are soliciting
your cmmn~nts eith~r to your ASC repr~sentativ~, Joan Morgan or Judy Donald before tb~
January 2nd meeting.
In ord•:.r for thi£i to be a succei:lsful and U:seful tool, the Hwnan Resources Oft1ce will b~
providing a mandatory training sesiiion dw·ing the spring st~mester for all administrative
£:taff as well as individuals who supervise administrative staff.

We look fonvard to hearing from you.
Thank you.

OOUGH DRAFT

ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF
BGSU Performance Appraisal
The University has established the following guidelines to assist you with assessing
performance, which is a continuous process occurring tht\)ughout the year.
A
performance appraisal process for Administrative Staff should:

•

clearly define job expectations;

•

improve conununkation between employee and supervisor;

•

align employee goals with the overall goals of the University, C•Jllege or
department;

•

link performance wifh rewards such as compensati•Jn increases, promotions,
recognition, assignments, professional development opportunities and career
advances;

•

be consistent across University departments and areas;

•

identify employee training and professional development needs;

•

establish clear-cut intervention strategies when performance does not meet identified
job requirements.

The performance appraisal process is to help facilitate the growth and development of
individuals, and in so doing, provide for the growth and development of the organization.
Mandatmy training will be provided by the Office .:,f Human Resources in the
performance appraisal process to all Administrative staff and their supervisors (including
Faculty who supervise Administrative staff).
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PERFORJVIANCE APPRAISAL PROCESS
FIRST YEAR
GETTING
STARTED
1ST "!'EAR.
Goals and
objectives for
the coming
year are
established
between
employee and
supervisor after
~·ompleting the
current year
performance
evaluation.

I. Employe~
re\ iew:. job

2. Supervisor

J.:~cripiion.

~mplo~·ec':. jPb
description.
completes
"P.~>.F" lor the
prc~:ious y -:nr.
plan;; goals and
objecti\·e:: for
the coming
year.

making
appropriate
change:;. <~nd
compl.;tes
Performance
Apprai~al Form
"PAF" fo1 the
previou~ year.

3. Joint
rupeFisor/
employee
discussion(s)
regarding
rr~ 1.'iou:: year'c:
r~r[r.rmnnce

re\·iew. job
de:.cription.
finalize goals
and ohjectiv;;~
for the coming
year.

ON-GOING THROUGHOUT THE YEAR
6. Supervisor
documents empioyee ·s
performance.

5. Supervisor
obr.erv~:. ~mploFe's

performance.
7. Supervisor and
employee share feedback
regarding performance.
goals and objectives

9. Goals and
objectives revised
Cif applicable)

3. Supei·visor
coaches and
models

AT END OF NEXT YEAR
The F.orformance .;.ppraisal

Proc~r.:'

cycle continues '"ilh Step fll

Supervisor
completed
"PAF" and
current job
description to
Human
P.e:.ources.
Copies of all
documents are
given to the
employee.
"1.

~end~

I
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BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
ADIVIINlSTRATIVE STAFF PERFORiviANCE APPRAISAL FORM
Employee:

Title:

Evaluation Period:

Form Completed By:

Date Form Completed:

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
The purpose of this appraisal is to evaluate employee performance
Step 1-

goals/initiativc~/achic~vement:

Step 2-

Step 3 -

Prior to meeting, employee :mel supervisc.r should give con~icleration to what major
were accomplished and be prcp:m;d to di~cu.~s these.

Identify preliminary goals for discussion

Complete the emt>loyee information block at the tot> of this page.
Recot·d your performance obsenoations as well as t>erforrnance information. Consideration .;hould

be given to employee's

major strengtldweaknesses.

Step 4 -

Complete ratings on dimensions. Rate t>erformance on the five t>oint scale by circling nt>propriate number. Circle
"not applicable" option if dimension is not par·t of employee's job. Consideration should be given to employee's
strengtld weaknesses.

Step 5 -

Step 6 -

Con:::idcr::~ti(-:.n might be givo:n to dta.nges needed in the employee's job de::cription.
Remember: goal.: <md objective~: define ruCI:es::: in tlie job ::md mu::t be lle::.ible i.-t response l'.:. change::: tJuought;ul the yi:!m·, but :my ch<mgc:: ~hould
be made with the full1xuticipation uf botJ, employee and cupervi::or. Kec~p tJie gco3.1:: SM.'\P_T -- Specific, Mea::urablc, Attainable, P_clevru1l rutd
Timely. Ckarly state how the goal::. will be mexured. Focus c.n measurable performance ::uch ar "deliver, d::vdop, produce, increxe, or
improve." Goals must also have a time frrune.

Conduct performance appraisal intet·view.

Pr·ovide additional rele\'ant comments, modify ratings as needed, sign, and date completed form. Con8idcration might be
given tc. types of tnlining or additional sl:ill::: tl1at would be dedrable in order to fulfilltJ1e duties of tl1is position;
activitk'. performed in tl1e comnmnity; mentoring c.r ::tudetH::.; BGSU committee wort; personal goal::., de.

int,~rnal

ru1d c:·:ternal profc::;sional

Allow emt>loyee an OI>t>ortunity to t>mvide comments and have employee sign and date form

Step 7 -

Comments here might
include hc.w supervb~·r '):.ukl teller aid emplc.yee in effectively performing job dutit:::, what tJte employee need:: in terms of feedback and timely
conununication witJi :::upervisor, concern:: about safety, confitlcntiality, objectivity, etc.

Step S -

Return original completed form and current job description to Human Resources and provide employee with a copy
of the completed form.

IDUGI DRATI'

General

Area 1 - CommiUntnt to BGSU Mi:don. Goal~, Policies t~ P.egulations:

Promote:: and worl:.:; ttjward achicvcrw:nt or univer;,ity-rclateu glial:~
within the rramtworl: of uni·;er~ily policit:: and pmcedure:: (e.g.,
maintains reguhu· <m1J reliable attcnd<mce, enforcement and compliance
with :;afdy and health p(,Jide:::/procedure::; pn;motc:~ equity and diversity
in the work place).

F;u·
E:-:ceed:::
E:-: P':!Clalit;n::

Ezctcd:::

Meet:::

Sometimes
M;:d::

E::.pcctation~

E :-: pccl1tim1::

E:':p,:ctalion.~

Fails
To M~:et
E :·: pr:ctalion::

s

4

3

2

1

E;.:pectation.~

E:-:ceeds
E:.:pcctation::

Mcctr
E:·:pcct..'ltit•ns

Sometimes
Mcetr
E:·:pectations

Fails
To Meet
E:·:pectaticn:::

5

4

3

2

1

NA

Observations:

Goals for next rating Qeriod

A.r~:a ? - Core Pn1fe:;~ional/T~;dmical Knowlcdg.; & Sl:ill::: U rukr:::tand:
and applie::: job-related knowledge and ::l:ill:::, policie:: and procedures,
and technical c~:perti:::e to fulfill rc~ponzibilitie:: of tllt: p<dtk111 (e.g.,
compr~hend::: and applic::: concept:', policies and procedure::: and
technical sl:ills; a<lapls to change2 in job, metlH}ds, or surrounding::;
originale:; or improve~ work methods).

Goals for nexl raling Qeriod

Far
E;;ceed2

Observations:

NA

Arr:~a 3 - Profc?.:;ional Dcvclo[!ment: Maintains and updates pn1fes:::ional
l:nowledgc and ::.kills W!cc:::::ary for succe::.~ in current position <e.g.,
particir,ate::. in individual/:;taff training :md d;;vclor,nwnt activilic::
provided by unit, divi:::ion, or university; attend:: off-campus
development and educational activities contingent upon support in lerni2
of financial resources and rclcw;c time by supervisor.)

Fru·
E:'pcc:tation::

Meet:
E:<.f.:J\;Clalion:;

Sometimes
Meets
E::. pectation::;

Fails
Tr. Meet
E:'.pectation::

4

.J

...

2

1

F;u·
E:·:cecds
E:-:pectalion::

Ezcccd[
E:·:pcctaticjn.:;

Me1.:t::
E:-:pc;ctation:;

Sometime:::
Meets
E:·: J:teclation::

To Meet

E:·: pectali on~

5

4

3

2

1

E?.CCCd~

E:·:cccd~

E::pcc:t.atiow:
<"

J

riA

Observations:

Goals for next rating Qeriod

Area 4 - WriLten & Oral Communication Skill::;: Conununicate::;
c1Tcclivcly with supcrvi.;or, coworl:cr.:;, and other~ (e.g., ::hare::
informalit;n, conununicatcs job-relall:d infonnaliun, prepare:: written
documentation and adrninistrative procedures, facilitates ;:md participates
in mceting2, prepJre~ and delivers on! prc~entation").

Observations:

Goals for next rating [!eriod

Fails

NA

ROUGH DHAFT

Area 5 - Re:::nurce Use & Manag•!mcnt: Use apr,ropriate resources to
increase effecti·;ene:.:: c.f unithu·ea nnd BGSU (e.g., monitor::; t1n:.md1.1
:::taLw; vf unit/area, :xheuule::; crnpk. yee~. prcp:u·c:: anu intcrvret::
statistic~, develops ;md manage::: budgel).

E?.pect.ath~n::

Sometime::.
Meets
E:·:pectalion:::

Fails
To Meet
Expectation::

3

2

1

Far

E::.pect.alion:::

E:·:cecd::;
L:pr:ctation::

5

4

E:·:cer~ds

Meet::;

NA

Observations:

..... ·.

Goals for next rating Qeriod

Area 6 - Sef';ice & QuJ.lity Orientation: Proviues effecti·;e customer
service and set::. and mc.nitoc quality ::tmu.hu·ds fc.r service delivery by
self and unit/area k.g., delivers quality ::crvir:e::: in friendly muJ
professional manner, en::ures that worl: product: such a~ completed
forms, record::, and an::;wcrs to questions have no errors; modifie:: old
and develops new programs to improv•! cuctomer ::;;:!rvice or prr..gram
quality.)

..;..."".::,.•_

far
E:·:cccd:::
E:--:pectalion::

E:·:cculs
E:--:peclation::.

5

4

Observations:

Goals for next rating Qeriod

E:·: pectalion::

Sometimes
Meet::;
Ezpcclatiow:

Faib
To Meet
E1.pectation::

3

2

l

Meet.~

-t!A

Area 7 - IntcrQ£rsonaJ Relation:: at W(;d:: Develops mi•J mainLain:
effective working relation::hit1S wilh supcrviwr::, ::lltff coworker~;., ;md
other.:: (e.g., deal::: effcctivd:; witli interpersonal prnblem:; at work,
con::ults with colleagues, dcmonsu·atc:' loyalty, collaborate::: wiU1
colleague:> and is able to maintain professional confidentiality).

Far
E;.:o.:cds
E::pectatir.n:::
5

E:·:pcctati•)ns

M::et::
E:-: pectations

Somt:Limcs
rvlccls
£:.:pee lations

Fails
To Meet
E:·:pcctation:::

4

3

2

I

E:~pt.:ctations

E1:cceds
E:·:pectations

Meet::
E:·:peclatiow;

Sr.mctime::
Meets
E:·: IX:•:lalions

Fails
To Meet
E::pecllttion::

5

4

3

2

I

E;:c~..:cd::

tTA

Observations:

Goals for next rating Qeriod

Area S - lnlemal/E:--ternal P..clations s~_ Strvice: Presents a p~.1sitivc
impression of self ~md univi.!rsily while particip1ting in university <md
non-uni'icrsity service activities (e.g., deli'll:rs pr~sctl!.ali0n:: <md lecture::
to U1c community, nctworl:s with off-c:unpus community lc::tders,
participates on uni·<crsity and non-university commiuccs).

Fm·
E:'.cecds

Observations:

Goals for next rating QCriod

iiA
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Area II - Su~&rvi:::iun/Team Building: Proviue:: uircction and ~upport
to indivitluals ~md k<ml:: to impnwe their wvrl: dfcctivene:-:::; (e.g.,
a::sign ta:J::: lill'J rc::pon::.ibililic.~ to staffltcrul-.::; en:::ure::: aud monitor:::
adequacy t:•f rcsuurce;; necc:::::ary fc.r c:taffltcrura::: to accr.mpli:;h their
job::; develop ~m aunc,sphere of teamworl: and cuc.peration).

Far
Ezr::cedr
E::.pectati<JHS

5

Sometime::;
Meet:

E:·: ped:ltions

Meets
E:·:ped:1tiow:

E:·:pectatiun~

Fnils
Tc, Meet
E:·:pcctatinn::

4

3

2

1

E:-:ceed~

NA

Observations:

Goals for next rating period
~

··:i:<"

Area 12 - Leader:>hiQ & Vdon: Devdr,p <U'Itl implement new prognuu::
and policies in arealunil to enhance work effecti'Jcnes::, cu.:tomer
service, and slaff morale w·ad motivation (e.g., prupr.::es (1r chmnpion~
new initiative::: or direction::: to improw: area/unit :md univedty;
generates employee ::upporl, enUiU;.i:t:m, ru1u tru:·.t; effectively
represcnlS area/unit on campus and in the community).

'

Goals for next rating Qeriod

Fru·
Exceed:;
E:·:pectation::;

E:·:cced::.
E:-:pcctatir,n::

Meets
E:·:pecl.ations

Somctimer
Meet;,
E:·:pectations

Fnils
To Meet
L: r•CCI.ations

5

4

3

2

1

Observations:

NA

ROUGH DRAFT
Supervisory /Management

Area 9 - I-Ium;m F.e:::ourt:c::: Devr::lo[;!ment: I-I ire:::, u·ain::, in.::truct: and
evaluate;: :::t.aff members k.g., aids in selection of staff member.:;
provide:: release time ami liuancial .~upport for development: develops
~md monitors performance e:·:pcctaLilm:: for ::Lnff member.~; provides
continuou2 feetlbad:, conduct: effective perfr,rm;mce reviews).

Far
Exo:eJ;,
E;:p•xtalitin::

E:'.et:etls

Meet:

Meets

E;~pcctaliom:

E;:pecLaLil;n:

E:-:p;;cLaLion::;

Fails
To Meet
E:-:pccLalion:;

5

4

.J

2

1

Somctim~s

,...

riA

Observations:

Goals for next rating Qeriod

Area 10- Program Monitoring. Coordination & M~magcmcnt:
Monitors, coon.linates, and direct:: progrmn activilie:: to enmre
adherence to policieE and procedures given available n:::ources, and to
meet short- and long-tcnn goab (e.g., ew;ure quality improvement in
program:;, revicw2 customer.:::' progrcs::; :md auainment c.f goal2,
collaborates with appropriate others for program modification and
development).

Goals for next rating Qeriod

Far
E;:cced:o
E:·:fllXtations

E:·:ccedr
E:·:JJCCt.ationr

Meet:::
E::.pcctatiun::;

Sometime:::
Meets
E::pecLaLiom

Fails
To Meet
E:·pcctat.ion.>

5

4

3

2

1

Observations:

NA

Overall Performance Dimension Weighting
In:;tmclic.ns:

U~ing tk: scale b.:: low, assign an importar.ce weight to each of the r.::levanl pcrfc.rmmlCe 3J"Ca:>. Multiply each rating
by the appropri"1te weight to obtain an area score. sum all m·ea scores m1d divide by t11e ;,urn of the weights to obtain
a tc.tal performance ~core. Circle t.hc number that. corrcspoi1d~: Lo this :core bek.v;. rounding up if neces::ary.

2 = Above A veragc in Irnport.:wc::

1 = Importar•l
Rating ;.;

Area

IDUGH DRI\FT

Weight

3 = E;:tremely Import311t

SUPEP.VTSC•P.. Y /MANAGEMENT

Score

Area 1:

___ x

Area

Area 2:

___ x ----

Area 9:

X

Area 3:

Area 10:

X

Area 4:

___ x ---___ x

Area 11

X

Area 5:

___ x

Area 12

X

Area 6:

_ _ _ x _ __

Sum

Area 7:

___ x

Area 8

___ x

Sum

Rating

X

Weight

A2

Score

B2

A l = = Bl

Overall Performance

Sum Bl
Sum Al

E:-:p~ctation:

4.5

4

3.5

3

Fails to
Meet
Expectations

Sometimes
Meets

Meets
E:-:r•=ct1tiom

Exceeds

Far Exceeds
Expeclaiior..;

5

+ B2
+ A2

Ezpect~tiom

2.5

2

1.5

Addiiional cown1ents by supervisor:

Date:

II
Additional comments by employee:

Date:

Employee Signature:

Signalurc indicm..::z r..::vic\': of ~v:1luation h:t:- tnkcn r,Jnc.;. not

a~rc.;m.~ni

or

di::-<:1gr~cntcnt '.'.'ith contents.
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To: ABETTS,g~bgneLbgsu.edu, DBul: LE'!l'bgnet.bgsu.edu, -IANNA@wbgu.bgsu.edu,
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KEP~JM@bgnet.bgsu.edu, IKLOPPI@CBA.bgsu.e · u, ECIDONNE@bgnet.bgsu.edu,Fa::: ('!i9) ZT.!.-7697
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jmorga3@bgneLbgsu.edu, whitmire@bgnet.bgsu.edu
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~ro1:n: Jo~ Lutlumm .-:)luthma@bgnet.bgsu.edu::· ~ /J.:r/ /'-1'.'\'~ A~ />
(-.Y/' ~-~/td
SubjeCt: Survey quesllon~
- . ,., 1.~-r·-: f~c~:-.
'/"',~·-, ? ' (j
,,-/("'_,. X-Atmdn_~1ents: C:\EUDuRA\PWCStl;B..Y\'-.IXf;
.x_.·~·rr- J.).
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J·t -·
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t). -I _rHello PW~ fol~~s. I \pll·se_nd the survey questions in two fonrw(s, so thatl .
_.,[.4·1-...u _.· 1,.--,:.l.
you nmy pick either .the stnugh~ text r~:,rmat h~rc, .:,r auac1m1ent fonmr~ ..
J--..,·c>
v t:..
Please l~t me know If the data 1s .rece~v_ed OK by ymt..
( 't--~,- -..1
-f11..-6' 4d
Collection of data fr.:)m other un_Iversities
.
..
~v~-'(
(Jfl t.lt--~tf
J,
_,.
The final drafl of su!-vey questiOns for .::•ther Umvei:sitie3
).
0~~ }j 'l' ~-~
. ~i 1' Please call by Jan liJ, so we can compare notes dunng the mectmg. The
f.
.
O'l,.~---;.£~.l' J 1prefened fonnat is as an e-mail attachment, but any way it gets to Shm·on
)} · . •
~ }! ....-r' or Inge is _!flOre ~np•:niant. Here m·e their E-mail addresses.
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The data I have about who will call the9Universities is:
AY.ron - Inge
Ohio U. -Ed Cincinnati- Joyce
Ohio State -Joe
q ?- .:]f yo
Kent
- Aim . Toledo ~ D~b Miami
- Sharon
') ~
. ~ J , )) ~.
1
p.s. When you [m.:l ::-rn authontatlve perS•)Il wlm has a lot of th~ an~wers, t..Y. i..~S~f1./,j( y')·. ~~. please send their name and phone number~·) !ne, so th::~l I can give It to
{I
C-;,;" ~~-t
Yl.;-_...{
Joan. ASC can a.- hvays use an up-to-date hstmg ,:,f contacts. _ j
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1) Do you have merit pay? ' .Ilj'--U -.__ · ' • ·
:ifz_ '
.J, U. , ·I 1 ...L
If no, do you have another ... ystem? How does it work? l'vlay we have a copy? \-;...:AC.f'[ r.I·1'h1'P'!JI-How long has it be~n in place? How satisifed is the _staff? I'
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If so: (011 each question, request copies of do)CUIYtents used)
a) What percentage of a pay raise is merit/across the board? _
-What is the pwcess used for negotiating this percentage?

k~ "L ,.;_f,l~.j,

c) How frequently is merit given? How is this determined?
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b) Is the % of merit/across the boa.rd the same every year?
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The bulk of this proposal is taken from an older merit document used by
the library for a number of years in assigning merit to Administrative
staff. (It may assist in clarifying my position in the discussion.) I
think it may even address what we we discussed today concerning job
performance and the merit process.
******

Administrative Staff Merit Policy/Procedure
'
:1
"" , .
..+ J7
j-.L··V J·~·\\.~ ..fr' ,J\ )J"J/'.,-1'?
The evaluation of job performance a~d the awa(ding of merit are by their
nature interrelated. Performing one's jqb_at a :;atisfactory level and in
a competent manner is to be expectad. \_Merit is to be awarded for
performance above and beyond thai expectat~:.n. No merit is to be received
if job performance falls below a satisfactory levei.

7.'r-L

.

Meritorious servi~e may be represented by:
A. Performance of basic responsibilities exceedingly well, above expected
levels, in one or more of the following areas (80%)

-

1 . subordinate or peer relationships
2. client relations
3. policy development
4. procedural innovation
5. exceptional performance in extreme situations
B. Additional accomplishments not part of the basic job responsibilities
(20%).
1.
2.
3.
4.

professional development
service to the University, Library and Learning Resources
research/publications/presentations
initiation, development, and implementation of innovations

C. Other events or circumstances worthy of note (to be detailed
separately; but included in A or B for Merit consideration) .
Procedure:
Annually each administrative staff employee will submit to his/her
immediate supervisor a brief written statement (outline is acceptable)
reporting meritorious service in categories A, B, and C listed above. The
report is to cover the most recent calendar year (now changed to April
1-May 30) or the same time period as the annual evaluation. It is to be
submitted prior to the annual evaluation.
The supervisor will assign a numerical rank from 1 (low) to 10
(high) for merit based on hte written statements, the annual evaluation
for the same time period, and his/her own considered judgement, and report
to the Dean.frhe Dean may at his/her discretion, adjust the ranking up or
downward nat more than 2 points before awarding dollar amounts for meri0
Each employee will bew advised of the dollar amount by the Deanprior to
the issuance of !he next annual contract. The decision on merit money may
be appealed to the Dean.
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Univ"r:ity P.cl~iions
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e) Is melit given as a "bonus" each year •X is it rolled into the base
sruruy?
~

~

g~•;••
. · ~Luthman.l/3/~)7'-·---·•9:17 AM,Survey
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('!19) 372-2703
Fax: (419) 372-7697
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a) How are the amount and frequency determined?

b) If you are atlhe top of your pay grade, do you receivc. a cost of living
adjustment?
Attachment converted: Macintosh HD:PWCSURVY.TXT (TE:XT!MSvVD) (OOOOCDF5) ~
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Bowling Gr.:.:n, Ohic, .<!3403-0050
DBUYCE•!Ybgnel.bgsu.edu, I-I ANN A @wbgu.bgsu.edu,
('119) :> 72 . 2703
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From: Joe Luthman <jluthma@bgnet.bgsu.edu>
Subject: Melit pay
X-Attadunents: C:\EUDORA.\,.t.\.SCMERIT.TXT;
Status:
To:

ABETT~@ bgnel.bgsu.edu,

Hello PWC folks. In the interests of getting S•)Jne issues on the table, I
added some thoughts to disl.'ussions we haw conducted to date. Please
c01mnent often and liberally.
Contract Staff Merit Pay at Bowling Green State University
ROUGH DRAFf
1/7/1997
This is a position paper concerning merit pay at Bowling Green State University. Comrnents as to process
have been discussed at Personnel Welfare Cotmnitlee meetings, but changes to content will occur as survey
results come in from other Ohio universities.
The: power to amend the form which assesses m~rit pay resides solely in ASC. Changes may be mad'-"' on an
annual basis, iizaccordance with restri_ct!(IBS stated below.
, -:j,A\
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· _~
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A) Definition - ~·--JM5 (?~
p·tAt-~~
f
·:h'tT~
Merit pay is money added to the ase Scll~ry of an eligible employee.
I
Bonus merit is a smn of money !twarded to employees during the course of the contract year who have
successf1.llly completed special duties. Its effect is sim.ilar to a backdated salmy increase. The amount earned
is added t•:J the base salruy ,)f th~ n~xt C•)ntract year.
Merit pay is determined by the job perfonnance i)f an empk•ye~. (and job perfolTnance is a me.asure i)f how
the empk•yee has executed management goals for the institution). Customizations for areas must be
approved by the Sal.uy Comrnittee of Adm.inistratiw Staff Council, and the Vice President to \vhom th~ unit
~~~
'
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JUSTIFICATION of merit bmms.
,.!o'
'rr
While merit pay should s~rve to improve job perf.:1rrnance, the once J...ier year occmTence may not stimulate
producti•)n thr.::•ugh the year. Bonus merit, awmded by the area Vice President at the successful conclusion of
'beyond the call of duly' projects, should stirnulak short term C•)nsistenl perf.:•nnance thr.::•u.ghout the year.
Pemlissible Customized Merit Pay Charact~ristics
Units must be pemlitted t.::• elect raises of l(N)% acruss the board and no merit.
It is noted that the Library, Stud~nt Affairs and the Athletic Depmtment have established their own merit
pay systems with both objective and subjective qualifications. Already worbng systems must be respected.
For some areas across campus, merit pay rnay not 'fit'. Assignin.g merit pay in .:other areas may be so
divisive as to seriously damage any sense of community in the office. Ttyin.g to force merit pay onto an m·ea
where it is next to impossible to differential~ between staff, camK•t nurture university g.)als. We must respect
those units who detemline, with Vice Presidential and Sabry Comrniltce approval, that they prefer 100%
across the board raises.

B) Process
Guidelines for merit pay
TIME DEADLINES
1. Performance appraisal forms must be \::ompleted by May 15 of the prior contract year

I

Pt·inted

fo~:-~dbo~~"~"~b;;;:;.~~~-&~~,:,~~~-· (Deborali.~:~~~~~~~~) . . ,,, . ,_. .
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3. Merit pay criteria must be known prior t•J the contract year.

_________
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~
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Vic.; Pr.:sid,;ni for
Univ.;rsily P.·~btions
Mil:;ti Alumni C.;n,.~r
Eo1.vling Gr~cn, Ohio .!JZ.!lOZ-0050
(419) 372-2708
Fa:·::('! 19) 372-7697

3.5 Failure to meet any of items 1-3 defaults to tht' employee being ::1w::t.rded AT LEAST the average increase
given t•J all contract staff. For the raise •Jf 711996, this w.:,uld have me::ull th[tt the default pay increase was
3%.

JUSTIFICATION:
For merit pay to increase pr.Jductivity, it must be administered openly and reliably. Thus, changes in
evaluation ;md merit pay critetia must be completed BEFORE the conll'[tcl ye::u·. This translates to a
completion deadline of June 30 of the pti•)l' contract year.
To em:me that employees can contest unfair merit pay assessments, a timely disclosure of the VALUE of
the merit pay reconm1..::ndation is necessru-y.
General comments
4. We reconnnend periodic dialogue between supervisor and employee t•J discuss pwgress toward annual
goals.
5. Until a performance appraisal fom1 is in use and its effectiveness has been measured, the merit pay portion
of new raises should not exceed 40%.
JUSTIFICATION for (5)
Without \vorking (kt("mnents f,x merit pay assessment, the handb0ok definitions are still in effect.

C) Content
The source for merit pay assessment will be the second part of the perfonmmcc evaluation fonn being
constructed by the Administrative PerfonmU1ce Appraisal conm1ittee.
A rough draft of this form follows ( 1211611996)
SUPERVISORY MANAGEiviENT
Area Rating x Weight= Score
Areal
x
=
Area Rating x Weight= Score
Area2
x
Area9
x
= _ __
Area3
x
=
ArealO
x
= _ __
Area4
x
Areall
x
= _ __
Area5
x
Area 12
x
Area6
x
Sum
A2
B2 _ __
Area7 _ _ x
AreaS
x
Sum
Al
Bl _ __
Overall Perfmmance = (Sum B 1 + B2) I (Sum A 1 + A2) = _ _ _ __
The weighting factors of this fonn are intended to enhance institution goals. It is the responsibility of the
supervisor, communicating with the employee, t0 specify the weighting factors in this form, before May 31.
And it is the responsibility of the ernployee to contest weighting factors that ::U\'; deu·imental to the institution.
Appeals of weighting factors should be- made to the supervisor's manager. Unsuccessful appeals needing
further darification should first •Jbtain a reC•)rtlllk"ndation from the Salmy Committee of ASC and then be
cruTicd fmwru·d to Human Resources, wh•JSe decision is final.

¢J.'+
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Vice Pr.:~ id.:ni for
Univ.:di.t P.daliom
Mibi Alumni C.::n,.;;r
Dowling Gr.::~n. Ohio <13<103-0050
('!19) 372-2708
Fax: (419) 372-7697
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BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
ADNIINISTRAffi'E STAFF PERFORNIANCE APPRAISAL FORM

Employee:

Title:

Evaluation Period:

Fonn Completed By:

Dale Fom1 Completed:

.
General Instructions
The purpose of this appraisal is to evaluate employee performance
employ~e

Step 1 -

Complete the

Step 2-

Rec•Jrd your perf,Jrmance

Step 3-

Complete ratings •Jn dimensions. Rate performance on the five pi)lnt scale by circling appropriak number. Circle not
applicable option if dimension is not part of administrator'~ job. Identify preliminaty goal~ f0r di:xussic.n.

Step 4-

Conduct performance. appraisal intervie\v.

Step 5 -

Providt additional relevant comments, modify r<1tings as needed,

Step 6-

Allow

Step 7 -

Return original completed f•Jrnt to Human Resources and provide employee with a copy of the completed form.

empl•JY·~e

infc,nn::ttil)fi bl•JCk at the top of this page.
ob~ervati.Jns a.:;

well as performance information.

~::ign,

and date completed fom1.

an opportunity Lo provide comments and have employee sign and date form.

General

Area 1 - Core Profe::2ional/Tcchnical f'Jwwledge .~1 Skill:~: Understand:::
and applie:> job-related klwwledge and ::l:ilb:, poli..::ie~ and procedure~.
and technical e:o:perti:::e w fulfill re:::pon::ibililie::: of the po:::ilion (e.g.,
comprehend·-; and applie::: c•:.nc.~pB, policie::: and procedure::: and
technical £-kill:::; adapt::: to change:> in job, method:::, or £(trrounding::;
originates or improve::: •.vorl: methods).

E~:ceed::

E~:ceed:::

Meeli:

Meo;t::

Fail.;
To Meet

E~:pectatiom:

E:qJ~~ctalion::

E~:pccu1Lion~~

E:-:pect::,tion~

E:-:pect~ttion:::

1

:!

3

-~

5

E~:pcctation:::

E:·:ceed:::
E':pectations

Meet.s
E:o:pectation:>

So:m·.etime:::
Mea.::
E:o:pect::llions

Fails
To Meet
Expecmiom:

1

::!

3

-t.

5

Fm·

s.:.rn.;time:::

HA

Observations:

Goals

Area 2 - Pr0fez::ional DevdoQment: Mainllt.in::: ~U1d updal•~:? pr.:ofe::::ional
knowledge and :::ljll::: neco:::::~ary for ::.ucc•::::::: in cum:nt podlion (e.g.,
parlicipato!~ in individualhlaff training ad developm.~nt aclivilie:::
provided by unit, division, or univer:::ity; attends off-campus
development and educational activitio.::::: conting•::nt upon ::upport in terrns
of financial re:>ourco~:> and release Lime by :mpcrvisor.

Goals

.:;

~

...

Far
E:·:c.~ed:::

Observations:

NA

~umetime::

Fiu·

Area 3 - Wriuen & Oral Cc•rnmunkation :)!:ill:::: cc.mmunicak:::
effectively witb supervi~c•r, coworkc:r:::, ~md o)tller·~ (e.g., ~hares
infomtation, conmmnkate<:: jL)b-related infonn~tti(•l1, prepm·e::; wrilkn
dO\.'lJmentation and a.:lntini~trative proo::edures, fadlitie~: ~md participates
in m.~eting:::, prepare::: and deliver:: oral pre~entati._:,n:;).

E:::pectations

Ex•:eeds
E':pect.atiom:

E!:pectations

E:v::pectatic·n~

Fails
To Meet
E:v::pecl:ltic•n::.

1

:!

3

4

5

Sometime:::

E:o:p;;:ct.atJo)nS

E:·:ce.::d'!
E,-:pedations

1\ket:::
Expectations

E:v::pecL1Lions

Fails
To) Me.::t
E:v::pect.a.tion:::

1

2

3

4

5

E>:c.~cds

Mc:et~

Meet!:

NA

Observations:
~·

'·

Goals

Area 4 - Pe::ource u~.~ & 1\f~magement: tb:. ~tppr.)priate re::.:.urce2 to
incre3::e effectivene~::. of unillarea and EGSU (e.g., monilo)r:~ lin:·mci&J
Wttm; of unillarea, schedules employees, prepares :md interpret:::
rt.ati~tics, develops and manages budgel).

Far
E:-:ceed~

Ohservations:

Goals

.

M·~et2

NA

· .. -:

Are3 5 - Service & i)ualiL'l Orient::lti.::.n: Prc.vid.~::; effective ·~u::.tom.;r
service :md sets and monit.::1n quality standard:~ for ::>ervke Jeliv.::ry by
::.elf :md unit/area (e.g., delivers ~1uality :~ervic.:!::. in friendly <Uld
profes-sional rn.:1rmer, en:>ures that work product::: ~udt as cc.ntplcted
fOt'IIl$, records, :md ::mo;wer::; to yue::.l.ions have no errors; modifie::: old
and develop::; new prc•gram:. to improve cu:.tom.::r rcrvk·~ or program
quality.

F:u·
E':pcctrttic·n~:

:::um.!tirne.;
Meet::
E:·:pectations

Fails
ToM.::d
E\p.::.::tal.ic.n:=

3

4

5

E~:ceed.::

Exceed>:

Mei'!LS

E.•:p.:!ctations

E':pcctati.Jn::

1

~

NA

Observations:

..

·

·_,_,

Goals

-·

Area 6 - Tnte~r:::onal Relation:~ at Work: Devek•p:~ and maintain:·;
effective worl:ing rel::ttion::.hip::. wil11 ·.:.upervi::or::., ::.~.<lff cow.:•rker:·, and
others (e.g., deal:: eff,~ctively with interper::c.nal problems ::1[ WC•rk,
consults with colleagues, demc·n~trate~ loyalty, collaboral~J with
colleague:> :md is able to maintain pwfl!:;sional confidentiality).

Far
Exceed::
E;.:p.:ctation:::

E':cc.::J::
Expectation::;

Me~ts

Sumetime::
Meo::t:.

E~:p.:ctarjon;;

Expectation~

Fails
To :Meet
Expectations

1

2

3

4

5

Observations:

Goals

·

..'.

NA

Area 7- Intem::tl/E:t:ternal P_ebtion::. s~ So::rvko~: Present:: J p.::.::itiv~
impre!:sion of self and univer:::ity while participating in univer::ity and
non-univer:::ity :::ervhx~ ::.tctivitie:.: (e.g., deliver::: pr·::~enL.1tk•ns and J.::dur·~2
to the conmmnity, network~ witJ1 •)ff-campu::; wmmunity leaders,
partidpates on university ~md non-univer::ity C•)DliTtiU.::.::::).

s.:.m.::time~

Fail~

E:o:pe.::t~lli•)llS

E:-:.::.::ed.::
E:-:po::.:tation.::

M.::et:>
E-:pr;ctati.)n:::

fvl'.::eE;
E:-:per:tati•)llS

To Meet
E:t:pect:tti.)n8.

1

2

"
.J

4

5

Meet:
E~: pe.::tation:'

s.:.metime::
Meet:
Expe.:tati.:.n::

Fail:
To Me.::t

E:-:p•::•:L'ltiun::

E:·:ct':ed::.
E:-.pe•:tmion:::

E:o:pe.::u1tion~

1

2

3

4

5

Far
E:-:ceeJ.::

NA

Observations:

Goals

Ar•::a 8 - Comrniunent to EGSU ML~:~i·)n, Goal:::, Policie.: & P..::gulation:::
PmmNes and work:: toward achi.:~vement of univ.::rsity-r.::bted g.::.al::
within lhe framew.:•rk of univer.:;ity polid.::::; <Uld pr.:.cedur.::~ (e.g.,
maintains regular and reliable attendance, enf.:•rcement ,md •X•mpliruKe
with ::afety and health pc.Jicies/pr.x:edure:::; promote::: equity and divedty
in the: work place).
a) Promotes Diversity
b) Safety Compliance

Goals

.

Far
E:-:.~eed.::

Observations:

NA

Supervisory /Management

Aro::a 0 - Hurn:m Re~ouro~c~ I.'lt::veloQment: Hire~. train~. in::Lruct·: and
evaluates Wtff mcml:li::r:> (e.g., aid::: in :::dectio.::•n .:of :::taff meml"~<;r::.;
provide:> reka::;e time and tinilllcial ~upport fur okvelo:opm.~nt; Jevdo.::·p::
and monitors pcrfomtan•:e expectation:: for st'lf:f mernlkm'; provides
continuou~ feedbad:, conduc~ effec1Jve perfo.::•rmance revkw:::).

Far
E:·:ceeds
E::pco;t:ltio.::•ns

E:-:ceed:>
Expectation:::

1

.,

E:·:pectalio)n::;

So.::11netimes
Met:ts
E':p.::ctntion:>

Fails
To Meet
E:o::p.::Ciitl.io)n::;

3

4

5

Me.::t~

NA

Observations:

Goals
-..

Area 10 - Pro.::•grarn Monitoring, Coordination & Manag.;m.::nt:
Mo.::•nitc·r~ • .::.:•ordinates, and direcG prc.gram activities to ensure
adherence K• policie..> and procedure:: given available r.;.:;,:.ur.::es, and to
meet short- and long-tetm goals (e.g., ensure quality improvement in
programs, reviews o.::ustomers' progn;~::; an•j attainment of goal:::,
collaborates with appropriate olher::: for program modification <Uld
development).

Far

E':cr.:eds
Ex pe.::t:ll.io.::on::

Expectation:>

Meets
E):pectations

1

:!

.:>

Observations:

Goals

-

E:·:·~.::ed.;

....

Som.::time:>
Me•:l:?
E~p :ctati.::.n::;

Faih
To Meet
E:o::p.::.::t.::tl.ivn:::

4

5

·' rt<\

Are3 11 - Su~rvi$ion/T.:an1 Building: Pr0vide:; dire.::tiun Wld ~upport
to individu3ls and teams to impro)v.~ 1l1dr worl: eff,~t:ti vcne:~ (e.g.,
a:::::ign t:d~ and re~pon:::ibilitie:; LL• U.afflte1m1s; en.::ure:: [Ul.:l monil.:.r2
ndet1uacy of re:::ources nece~£ary for :::llliflleams to a•xvmpli.>h t11eir
jc.bs; devd•)P nn atmo:!phere of teamwork mJ t:uop.:ratiun).

s.:.rndirn.::~

F;:tr
Exceed::
E:o.:pet:L'1lion:::

E:-:.::eed:;
E):pectation;;

1

.,

Meet::
E~pectalion~

....

.J

Faib
T(• Me.:t

Me.::t.::
E:-:peO::!.f!lk•n::

E:w:pt~L'l11li.:•n~

4

5

Sometime::

trA

Observations:

Goals

Area 12 - Lt::Jder:>hiQ & Vi~ion: Dev.::lop and implement new program::
and policies in area/unit t.:1 enban.::e work effecliven~:::::, cu:::t.:.mer
~.•::rvke, and :::lllif mc.r.<!le and rn(•tivation (e.g., prupo:::e::: .:•r champion:::
new initiative::: (lr direction::: tc• improve area/unit and univer:::ity;
g~n.:!rate::: empk.yee :mpp._.rt, entbusia::m, and tru:::t; effectively
represent:: area/unit on campus and in t11e community).

.

·.·

Ei:.::.::.::d::

Med:::

Meet~o

E~p.~·:tation.::

E~pe·:tati.:.n~

E~pectati.)n::;

Fails
T,) !vleet
E:w:pcctatiun::

1

,-

3

4

5

Observations:

Goals

•.'.

F::tr
E:·:ceed::
E}: pe.::tati.)n::;

NA

Joe Luthman,2118/97 3:37 PM,l\[eeting reminder
Date: Tue, 18 Feb 1997 15:37:53 -05bO (EST)
2',
X-Sender: jluthma @mailbox. bgsu.edu
Mime-Version: 1.0
To: ABETTS@bgneLbgsu.edu, DBCIYCE@bgnet.bgsu.edu, I-IANNA@wbgu.bgsu.edu,
KEPKEJM@bgnet.bgsu.edu, IKLOPPI@CBA.bgsu.edu, ECIDONNE@bznet.bzsu.edu,
""'
...,
jmorga3@bgnet.bgsu.edu, whitmire@bgnet.bgsu.edu
From: Joe Luthman <jluthma@bgnet.bgsu.edu>
Subject: Meeting reminder
Status:

1

PWC folks: Please remember the j.:.int meeting with ASC exec, PWC, and Dr.
Middlet.Jn tom.:nrow (Wednesday) at the TV station at rwon. This will be a
brown bag luncheon with questk•ns and answers concerning merit pay. Dr.
Middleton has not s.?.en the current draft, so high-kvel questions ~u·e the
purpose of the meeting. He expe~ts t.:• ;mive at 12:15 zmd must leave by
1:00...
Here is the current draft (2/lS/1997)
Plinciples and Reconunendations for a
Perfom1ance-Based Merit System
for Administrative Staff at Bowling Green State University
The Administrative Staff Cmmdl has reviewed th.:. principles and
recmnmendatim1s for a performance-based merit system pwposed by the
Facully Task Force .:•n Employee Ev::Juation and Reward Policy. We are
incorporating some principles enumerated in this document with appr•Jpriate
modifications for Administrative Staff.
The Administrative Staff Council believes that a munbc.r •)f important
principles must form the foundation for the pe.riodk staff review process
and for
the equitable distribution of salary increment awards. The Coundl endorses the
concept of a J:.~rfonnance-based merit system for awarding employee salary
increases provided such a system is fair, equit::tble, and finnly f•Jtmded •)11 these
ten underlying principles. By "merit", the Coundl means a salary increment
that
is allotted for perfonnance of dmies that meets •X excee,(ls unit expe-ctations.
The rationale for this definitk•n is pr-.:wided by the following ten
principles for an
effective melit system.
1. An effective merit system should promote employee recmitment and
retention, should adequately rewm-d cons~ientious perfonnance of rwnnal duties
and responsibilities, and should provide incentives that encourage
distinguished,
innovative and creative achievements to meet unusu::J ch::Jlenges and
opporl1mities when they arise.

2. A s::Jmy system should be designed to promote intemal salary equity
(based up.:•n the Mercer classification) as well as extern::J equity (based upon
salmy compm·isons among individuals in similar positions from similar
universities, college.s or depmtments).
3. A perfonnm1ce-based merit system should include peer, team, or client
review when appropriate.
4. Tllis system slwuld engender the type, quantity, and quality of
performance that contributes to the adlievement of institutional and mlit
[~.=P-_.~-.:.!_-~t-e~l-f~;: db-o~c-e-@-bgi;~"t-.b-gs-,u-.ed-u-(D~b~-~:~-~;-~-..~i-~e-~J=~:.·.-
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missions and goals. The reward system also needs l•) re~ognize that there are
oflen multiple paths that may be taken in support of missions and goals.

__

2_.....1

5. The process must insure th~=tl employees wlw have unit-approved
individual vruiations of effort are reviewed and rewarded prt:•porti.)nately to

their
own appwved percentage of effort distributkms.
6. A medt system needs to establish a clear connection between
employee petft:•Im£mce and reward. A department or unit must dearly identity
the nom1al expe~tations and perfonnance standards that are expected of all
staff. Thrc•ugh this process, indicators must be identified for perfmmances

that
fall bdow standard expe\.~tatimts for metit as well ;:,s those types of
achievements
that surpass the unit's stand;:m:l expectations.
7. The process of review should provide employees with results and
constructive feedback that enables them Lo develop professionally and t•) make
improvements in perfonnance.
S. Whenever resources are limited the merit system must respl)lld to a
more restricted set of instH11tional pri•)rities in order tt:• avoid
trivializing the
system by too thinly spreading and thus minimizing the impact of ~my incentive
awards given.
9. Even the best annual review systems may pwdu~e: salmy inequities or
may fail t•J app1-.:Jpliately reward ~ontributions t:•r ~rfonnances that occur ov.:r
longer perk•ds of lime. Thus, an annual merit review system needs to be
supplemented by periodic three-year comprehensive reviews on a rotating
schedule.
10. A performance-based salat.y rewat.·d system slwuld foster
coo1-1eration rather than antagonism among staff, shoukl reward groups and
teams as well as individuals ft:•r collaborative worl~ perfonnances, and should
generate wide support and general satisfaction •)11 the University campus.
Provided these ten principles ai\~ f,)llt:•wed, the Adtninistrative Staff
C.xmcil recommends that Bowling Green State University adopt a performancebased merit rewat.·d system. The Council believes it is better tt:• improve the
existing system than to abandon il ~ornpletely. F•)ll•JWing are the specific
recommendati•)l1S for an empl,)yee perf•)tmance-based merit system which is
specific for Administrative Staff Council and which differs fn:nn the fa~ulty
proposals in some respects.
Recommendations
1. Funds should be made available on a regular, on-going basis to
suppmt raises for pmmotions, salary equity adjustments and salary adjustments
deemed appropriate f,:.llowing comprehensive five-year reviews of employee
performance and salary. These funds should suppmi the adrninistration's
cormnitment to m•)Ve long term staff into the apprt:•priate qu::utile of their salary
range. These funds should not be considered a part of the annual merit pool.
2. For merit pay to increase productivity, it must be administered openly
and reliably. Thus, changes in evaluation at.1d merit pay critelia must be
completed BEFORE the new contra.::t year. Tllis trat.1slates to a completion
_
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TO:

Administrative Staff

FROM: Joan Morgan, Chair Administrative Staff Council
Joe Luthman. Chair, Personnel Welfare Committee JLUTHMA@BGNET
Ann Betts
ABETTS@BGNET
DBOYCE@ BGNET
Deb Boyce
Sharon Hanna
HANNA@ WBGU
KEPKEJM@ BGNET
Joyce Kepke
. lnge Klopping
IKLOPPI @CBA
Ed O'Donnell
EODONNE@BGNET
RE:
Draft Document: Principle and Recommendations for
a Performance-Based Merit System for Administrative Staff at Bowling
Green State University
To Be Discussed March 13 at 1:30 during an on-call meeting of ASC
Attached you will find a draft document prepared by the Personnel
Welfare Committee (PWC) of Administrative Staff Council (ASC). This
document contains recommendations for a performance based merit
system for administrative staff. This document was prepared in response
to a resolution passed at the May 24, 1996, Board of Trustees meeting in
which the Board "request(ed) that the Central Administration work with the
Faculty Senate and the Administrative Staff Council to carefully re-evaluate
the process for determining merit salary increases during the coming year"
and clearly indicated its intention to "re-evaluate the balance of merit and
across-tile-board salary increases for the 1997-98 fiscal/academic Year."
In response to this mandate two committees composed of
Administrative Staff have been looking at two separate but closely related
processes: the performance appraisal process and the merit award
process. The first committee, chaired by Judy Donald, started meeting
prior to t11e Board's mandate. A draft of the process and evaluation form
has been shared with ASC. A final revision of tile document is underway.
The second committee, composed of a subgroup of our PWC has
been working throughout this fiscal year on a policy that will deal with merit
for administrative staff. It reviewed the Faculty draft of merit pay policy
while evaluating its own version of a policy. We are pleased that both
groups independently arrived at many of the same conclusions. ASC has
adopted some of the language of the Faculty document. A c·:.py of this
draft document is attached.
An on-call meeting of ASC has been called on March 13 to discuss
this draft document. It is important that we get as much input as possible
before we submit revisions of this draft document to the administration. We
ask that comments and suggestions on this merit proposal from
administrative staff be shared with representatives so these can be

discussed at our March 13 on-call meeting. Certainly any comments you
would like to make to members of PWC would also be appropriate.
Personnel Welfare will review all comments and suggestions and modify
the proposal as it deems appropriate.
Dr. Middleton has indicated that he would like to present information
about our progress at the April 24, 1997, Board of Trustees meeting so we
have a little more than a month to make comments and revisions. As we
work with this document it is important that we understand the
administration believes that this is a first try at something new and plans to
revisit this document and the entire process on a regular basis. ASC
believes that annual review and revision of the documents is imperative
and has incorporated the concept in its ten principles.
We feel it is essential that we get input from as many administrative
staff as P•)SSible because t11is proposal deals with an issue that will affect
all of us. Please share your thoughts with us. Thanks for your cooperation
in this important matter.

3/4/1997
Principles and Recommendations for a
Performance-Based Merit System
for Administrative Staff at Bowling Green State University

The Administrative Staff Council believes that a number of important
principles must form the foundation for an effective performance appraisal
process and for the equitable distribution of salary increment awards. The
Council endorses the concept of a performance-based merit system for
awarding employee salary increases provided such a system is fair,
equitable, and firmly founded on these ten underlying principles. By
"merit", the Council means a salary increment that is allotted for
performance of duties that meets or exceeds unit expectations. The
rationale for this definition is provided by the following ten principles of an
effective merit system.

1. An effective merit system ~ promot~mployee recruitment
and retention, ::..~~ adequately rewardJ~onscientious performance of
normal duties and responsibilities, and should provide incentives that
encourage distinguished, innovative and creative achievements to meet
unusual challenges and opportunities when they arise.
2. A salary system sQQ!!.k~-designed to promote internal salary
equity (based upon the Administrative Staff Compensation Plan) as well as
external salary equity (based upon salary comparisons among individuals
in similar positions from similar universities, colleges or departments).

·,

I

3. A performance-based tilerit system rnay iliclude a CC•mponent of
peer-review when appropriate. Appropriateness will be determined jointly
by the supervi~or and staff member.

ftkdv~

~

4!" A performance-based merit system s~ engendek~ha type,
quantity.fand quality of performance that contributes to the acfiievement of
institutional and unit missions and goals. The reward system also r::l.QBels=to
recogni~1at there are often multiple paths that may be taken in support
of m issioft'S and goals.

tJ)nA J"-1

-

5. A11n-enrsystem n~ establistf-{ clear connection between
employee performance and r~ward. A department or unit must clearly
identify the normal expectations and performance standards that are
expected of all staff. Through this process, indicators must be identified for
performances that fall below standard expectations for merit as well as
those types of achievements that surpass the unit's stsndard expectations.

preee!~ ~pr.:,vi11)mployees

6. The performance appraisal
with constructive comments that enable them to devei·=·P pXssionally and
to make improvements in performance.
7. The merit system must avoid trivializing the system by spreading
merit too thinly and thus minimizing the impact of any incentive awards
given.
8. Even the best annual review systems may prc·duce salary
inequities or may fail to appropriately reward contributions or performances
that occur over longer periods of time. Thus, an annual merit review
system needs to be supplemented by periodic three-year comprehensive
reviews on a rotating schedule.

pJ-{<#

9) Atperiormance-based salary reward system ;;~ fosterS'
cooperation/among staff,-~md rewarct;groups and te.:uns as well as
individuals for collaborative work performances, and s~generate)wide
support and general satisfaction on the University campus.

10. Both the performance based merit system and the performance
appraisal process will be reviewed annually by ASC.

Provided these ten principles are followed, the Admini:=trative Staff
Council recommends that Bowling Green State University adopt a
performance-based merit reward system. The Council believes it is better
to improve the existing system than to abandon it completely. What follows
are the specific recommendations for an employee performance-based
merit system which is specific to Administrativt: Staff members.

37 '

Recommendations
1. Funds should be made available on a regular, on-going basis to
support raises for promotions, salary equity adjustments, market
adjustments and salary adjustments deemed appropriate following
comprehensive reviews of employee performance and salary. These funds
should support the administration's commitment to move staff into the
appropriate quartile of their salary range. These funds should not be
considered a part of the annual merit pool.
--

2. Meritorious performance should be rewarded:

d: ~

) '-M -

a. Upon the completion of multi
'J iff r6'erito ius
assessment, an employee's salary shall be increased to tie next quartile of
their assigned grade in the Administrative Staff Compensation Plan.
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b.
S?1of meritorious assessments, the
(t.Jif(
employee shall be granted a renewable three year contract with provisions >II fJt.-or annual salary increases.
____j
3. To increase productivity, a merit system must be administered
openly and reliably. Thus, changes in evaluation and merit pay criteria
must be completed BEFORE the new contract year, i.e. before June 30 of
the prior contract year. To ensure that employees can contest unfair merit
pay assessments, a timely disclosure of the AMOUNT of the merit pay
recommendation is necessary. Continual dialogue between the supervisor
and the employee about progress towards goals is essential.
TIME DEADLINES
a. Performance appraisal forms must be completed by May 15 of the
prior contract year
b. Merit pay recommendations must be known at the completion of the
evaluation process. (May 31)
c. Merit pay criteria must be known prior to start of the next contract
year.
Failure to meet any of items a-c defaults to the employee being
awarded AT LEAST the average increase given to all contract staff. For
e.g. in 1996, the default pay increase was 3%.
d. A supervisor will meet with employees between November 15 and
January 15 for a dialogue on progress toward their annual goals. The
supervisor will document at that time an employee's performance which is

~

1

w~J?t:
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falling below a satisfactory level. The supervisor will be expected to
continue to engage in ongoing dialogue with the employee to improve
employee performance.
4. A supervisor•s merit pay is contingent upon completing
performance evaluations and merit pay recommendations for their staff on
time.
, 5, Human Resources will review all annual performance evaluations
and merit pay recommendations to ensure consistency and integrity.
Issues concerning the process will be t?Ommunicated to ASC - PWC on an
annual basis.
~\,
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6. The annual merit ~~ should be based upon the fneritorious
accomplishments over the most recent three-year period on ~ rolling basis,
i.e., each year new information is added to the file for the most recent year
and the oldest year is eliminated from the file. This will help reduce
inequitie~ ~.ha~ can r~su~ fro~ differe?ce,s -~-~~ mer~t\funds available each
year. ( :r--l._ {/ (.J-.-f_.v--1 ,_,_-._c(~_.ll·---'·c.'-/-)
7. Alllt$ili@gtigi~ employees will be evaluated in their annvf!l ...
performance reviews as ••meritorious.. or .. non-meritorious... Merif'~liQlbflity
is determined by the job performance of an employee, as assessed by the
Administrative Staff Performance Appraisal Form. Performing one•s job at
a satisfactory level and in a competent manner is the4if{~~·!d1te for merit
pay.
~
8. Any employee who receives a .. non-meritorious.. annual
performance review will not qualify for a merit increase. In lieu of a merit
increase, professional development moneys equal to the raise that would
have been allocated to the individual should be made available to the
department or academic unit for employee development, with priority given
to assisting employees who have failed to qualify for a merit increment.
9. If the merit pool in a given year is Cost of Living Adjustment
(COLA) or less, merit-eligible employees will receive that same percentage (
increase in salary.
10. If the merit pool in a given year is more than COLA but less than
or equal to COLA + 2%.~ will be allocated according to the following
guidelint

___.a
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a. Fifty percent (50%) of the merit pool will be allocated as an equal
percentage increase in salary to all merit-eligible employees.
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b. The remaining fifty percent {50%) of the merit pool will be
allocat8d to departments and academic units for recognition of meriteligible ~mployees ~hose l~vel of ~erto.r~ance exceeds departmental
expectations as def1~ed ~y 1ts m?nt ~~h,cle_s.. ...
_1
. ,, _,1_ 1 ut~
c. 1\·1 j· 0 r.·-'t ··y'"- '-t_U c- t J ·-e_ f_,.J;Utu.. ? J2 l /ll-~ttL ·
11. If the total merit pool in a given year exceeds CObA + 2%,it ~ill
be allocated according to the following guidelines.

. .
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fTl<- (J\/h.,v-vJa. F~o}onne merit pool will be allocated as ali equal
orc-t ~IJ1-

~r:ler.ease-i.l:l-s.alary

to aiLmerit-eligible employees.
fiAA~
·
~ Rdrty-filJS percent¥15%·) of the merit pool will be allocated to
departments for recognition of merit-eligible employees whose level of
pertormance exceeds departmental expectations as defined by its policies.
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p

remaining~

J · 1L·
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The
percent {5%) of the merit pool will be allocated
to the area or division head for recognition of merit-eligible employees who
have demonstrated significant achievements. An area or division head
may choose to reallocate the funds to departments for distribution through
t11eir existing merit system or through some other method(s) for rewarding
distinguished levels of pertormance by individuals, by groups or teams,
and/or by departments.
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DEFINITIONS:
Merit-eligible employee - An employee who is rated as meritorious in their
pertormance review.
Quartile - 25% of the difference between the minimum and maximum
salaries for a salary classification range. Example: salary range X has a
minimum salary of $25,000 and a maximum of $37,000. The difference
between the two endpoints is $12,000 and each quartile has a range of
$3,000. Then,
Second quartile begins at $28,000
Third quartile begins at
$31,000 (and $31,000 is the midpoint)
Fourth quartile begins at $34,000

)

Principles and Recommendations for a
Performance-Based Merit System
for Administrative Staff at Bowling Green State University
The Administrative Staff Council has reviewed the principles and
recommendations for a performance-based merit system proposed by the
Faculty Task Force on Employee Evaluation and Reward Policy. We are
incorporating some principles enumerated in this document with
appropriate modifications for Administrative Staff.
The Administrative Staff Council believes that a number of important
principles must form the foundation for the periodic staff review process
and for the equitable distribution of salary increment awards. The Council
endorses the concept of a performance-based merit system for awarding
employee salary increases provided such a system is fair, equitable, and
firmly founded on these ten underlying principles. By "merit", the Council
means a salary increment that is allotted for performance of duties that
meets or exceeds unit expectations. The rationale for this definition is
provided by the following ten principles for an effective merit system.
1. An effective merit system should promote employee recruitment
and retention, should adequately reward conscientious performance of
normal duties and responsibilities, and should provide incentives that
encourage distinguished, innovative and creative achievements to meet
unusual challenges and opportunities when they arise.
2. A salary system should be designed to promote internal salary
equity (based upon the Mercer classification) as well as external equity
(based upon salary comparisons among individuals in similar positions
from similar universities, colleges or departments).
3. A performance-based merit system should include a component
of peer-review when appropriate. Appropriateness will be determined by
the supervisor and staff member in consultation.
4. This system should engender the type, quantity, and quality of
performance that contributes to the achievement of institutional and unit
missions and goals. The reward system also needs to recognize that there
are often multiple paths that may be taken in support of missions and
goals.
5. The process must insure that employees who have unit-approved
individual variations of effort are reviewed and rewarded proportionately to
their own approved percentage of effort distributions.
6. A merit system needs to establish a clear connection between
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employee performance and reward. A department or unit must clearly
identity the normal expectations and performance standards that are
expected of all staff. Through this process, indicators must be identified for
performances that fall below standard expectations for merit as well as
those types of achievements that surpass the unit's standard expectations.
7. The process of review should provide employees with results and
constructive feedback that enables them to develop professionally and to
make improvements in performance.
8. Whenever resources are limited the merit system must respond to
a more restricted set of institutional priorities in order to avoid trivializing
the system by too thinly spreading and thus minimizing the impact of any
incentive awards given.
9. Even the best annual review systems may produce salary
inequities or may fail to appropriately reward contributions or performances
that occur over longer periods of time. Thus, an annual merit review
system needs to be supplemented by periodic three-year comprehensive
reviews on a rotating schedule.
10. A performance-based salary reward system should foster
cooperation rather than antagonism among staff, should reward groups and
teams as well as individuals for collaborative work performances, and
should generate wide support and general satisfaction on the University
campus.
Provided these ten principles are followed, the Administrative Staff
Council recommends that Bowling Green State University adopt a
performance-based merit reward system. The Council believes it is better
to improve the existing system than to abandon it completely. Following
are the specific recommendations for an employee performance-based
merit system which is specific for Administrative Staff Council and which
differs from the faculty proposals in some respects.

Recommendations
1. Funds should be made available on a regular, on-going basis to
support raises for promotions, salary equity adjustments and salary
adjustments deemed appropriate following comprehensive reviews of
employee performance and salary. These funds should support the
administration's commitment to move long term staff into the appropriate
quartile of their salary range. These funds should not be considered a part
of the annual merit pool.
Yet there needs to be a correlation between good performance and
salary attributes that is unique to administrative staff. Specifically, the

Council believes that consecutive years of meritorious achievement
warrants unique alterations:
a. Upon the completion of three successive years of meritorius
assessment, an employee's salary shall be increased to the next quintile of their
Mercer classification system. This movement can be repeated until the
employee has reached the midpoint of their salary range. After the midpoint has
been reached, regular merit rules apply.
b. Where ranking occurs, (i.e. junior, regular, senior) five successive
years of meritorious assessment earns the next ranking for the employee.
c. After seven years of successive meritorious assessments, the
employee is eligible for three year contracts.
2. For merit pay to increase productivity, it must be administered
openly and reliably. Thus, changes in evaluation and merit pay criteria
must be completed BEFORE the new contract year. This translates to a
completion deadline of June 30 of the prior contract year. To ensure that
employees can contest unfair merit pay assessments, a timely disclosure of
the AMOUNT of the merit pay recommendation is necessary. Dialogue
between the supervisor and the employee about progress towards goals is
essential.
TIME DEADLINES
a. Performance appraisal forms must be completed by May 15 of the prior
contract year
b. Merit pay recommendations must be known at the completion of the
evaluation process. (May 31)
c. Merit pay criteria must be known prior to start of the next contract year.
Failure to meet any of items a-c defaults to the employee being
awarded AT LEAST the average increase given to all contract staff. For
the raise of 7/1996, this would !lave meant that the default pay increase
was 3%.
d. A supervisor will meet with an employee at mid-year for a dialogue on
progress toward annual goals. The supervisor will document at that time
an employee's performance which is falling below a satisfactory level.
3. Until a performance appraisal form is in use and its effectiveness
has been measured, the merit pay portion of new raises should not exceed
40%. Without working documents for merit pay assessment, the handbook
definitions are still in effect.
4. A supervisor's merit pay is contingent upon completing
evaluations and merit pay recommendations for their staff on time.

5. Human Resources will review all annual performance evaluations
and merit pay recommendations to ensure consistency and integrity.
6. The annual merit review should be based upon the meritorious
accomplishments over the most recent three-year period on a rolling basis,
i.e., each year new information is added to the file for the most recent year
and the oldest year is eliminated from the file. This will help reduce
inequities that can result from differences in the merit funds available each
year.
7. All merit-eligible employees will be evaluated in their annual
performance reviews as "non-meritorious" or "meritorious." Merit eligibility
is determined by the job performance of an employee, as assessed by the
Administrative Staff Performance Appraisal Form. Performing one's job at
a satisfactory level and in a competent manner is the prerequisite for merit
pay. Area-specific changes in criteria for merit must be approved by
a) Administrative Staff Council; and
b) Human Resources.
8. Any employee who receives a "non-meritorious" annual
performance review will not qualify for a merit increase. In lieu of a merit
increase, professional development moneys equal to the raise that would
have been allocated to the individual should be made available to the
department or academic unit for employee development, with priority given
to assisting employees who have failed to qualify for a merit increment.
9. If the merit pool in a given year is three percent (3%) or less,
merit-eligible employee who are rated as meritorious in their performance
reviews will receive that same percentage raise in salary.
10. If the merit pool in a given year is more than three percent (3%)
but less than or equal to five percent (5%), it will be allocated according to
the following guidelines:
A. Fifty percent (50%.) of the merit pool will be allocated as an equal

percentage increase in salary to all merit-eligible employees who are rated
as meritorious in their performance reviews.
B. The remaining fifty percent (50%) of the merit pool will be
allocated to departments and academic units for recognition of meriteligible employees whose level of performance exceeds department
expectations as defined by its merit policies.

.

11. If the total merit pool in a given year exceeds five percent (5%).
it will be allocated according to the following guidelines,

A. Fifty percent (50%) of the merit pool will be allocated as an equal
percentage increase in salary to all merit-eligible employees who are rated
as meritorious in their performance reviews.
B. Forty-five percent (45%) of the merit pool will be allocated to
departments for recognition of merit-eligible employees whose level of
performance exceeds department expectations as defined by its policies.
C. The remaining five percent (5%) of the merit pool will be allocated
to the area or division head for recognition of merit-eligible employees who
have demonstrated significant achievements. An area or division head
may choose to reallocate the funds to departments for distribution through
their existing merit system or through some other method(s) for rewarding
distinguished levels of performance by individuals, by groups or teams,
and/or by departments.
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Bov/ling Green State TJniversity

mod Vice Pro!r.id·~nl
for Acaderroio: Affaim
230 M·:Fall Cenlcr
Dowling GrecJo, Ohio .IJ,10:l-GO:!O
Phone: (419) 372-2915
FAX: (419) 372-8446

March 31, 1997

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Deans
Vice Presidents
Hal Lunde, Chair, Faculty Senate
Joan Morgan, Chair, ASC

FROM:

Charles R. Middleton
11 f!, . tl-:;,
Provost and Vice President ~

RE:

Committee on Dual Career Couples

1991

Attacho?d you will find a c•:rpy ·:Jf the r•::port of the Commiltee on Dual

Career Couples which has CC•l11F•leto::d its \·Vorl· and submitted several
re.::ommendati.-::.ns b:r me for my consideration. In 0rder for these
re;:ommendations to r.::.:eive wider discussion in the faculty and
administrative staff, I am fon·1arding this dc.cument to you at this time. I ask
that you and y(.mr (Olleagues revi.::w it thor.:rughly. I anticipate discussing it
with you after you hav•:: had an opportunity to conduct that review.
Thanl~ you for your as.;istan.::•:: in developing a policy that vvill assist
the University in the recruitment and retention of faculty and
administrative staff who hav~~ the uniqu·~ needs of the modern dual career
couples.

Enclosure
o::
President Ribeau (vvith enclo.:mre)
Dual Career Coupl•?S Cornmittee Members

f:1.1\R 12 1997

Bo\vling (:Treen State lJniversity
•'
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Deparlmcnl ,·.r Sociology
e.-.v.. ling Grcero. Ohio 4~·10~-0231
(41 'J) 372-2294
rax: (419) 372-!1:106

March 12, 1997
MEMORANDUM
To:

Charles R. Middleton
Provo;;t and Vic.; President

From:

Comm.ittee on Dual Career Couples
Peggy Giordan•), Sociology (Chair) .
Marvin Belzer, Philosophy
John Hayden, Mathematics and Statistics
Beth Jakob, Bi·Jk•gical Sciences
Naomi Lee, Te.chnology
Mary Ann Robe1ton, HPER
John Samp•:n, Performanc~ Studies
Norma Stkkkr, Provo.::UVPAl'. Office
Paul Yon, Cent.;;r for Archival Collections

Re:

Recommendati.:.ns of the Committee

The members of the dual can:!•::r couples C•)mmiltee are in agreement that Bowling Green State
Univer:::;ity needs ti) be more :>upportiv•? and pro-active regarding the n·~eds of dual career couples.
Increasingly, con:Oideration::; ab.)Ut [ed:.ing and accepting employment have involved decisions
cono::·erning two careers. The. committee analy:::ed written material::;, brochure:::, and policy
statements of cother unive.r::;itie::; whk:h h·:we d.~veloped prog.-am::; designed to addre::;s concerns of
dual career couple;;. \Ve also inl•::rviev;ed per:::(:,nnd at several institution::; (Purdue, Oregon State,
Minne:::ota, Nebrasl:a, Ari:ona, and r.::nnsylvania State) \Vho are involved with these programs.
The interviews were de:>igned t.:1 elicit more infc.rmati•)n ab•}Ut the ::;oxopc 0f each university's
program, the type~ of individual::: served, and the perceived impa.~t/succe:.s i)f ea-2h program. \Ve
also att~:!mpted to detennine whether there had be.:.n any negative consequences stemming from the
implementatk1111:,f th•:.se program::;. Finally, th~:: committee reviewed r.::comm•:-ndation:; of an earlier
(19~9) BGSTJ conunittec Vihich hJd r•:o:ci ved a similar charge.
The interviews with .::,ther institutions ::;ugg•::sted lhaL the::;.~. tyr,"::s of prognm:> can be su.~cessful.
The programs varied widely and r:-.ce.iv.::d differing le.veb of financial/personnel support, but it
appeared that a critical variable relating to a program'::; success was th.~ active en.~ouragement and
support of tc.p-level administrat•)r::;. Given y.:JUl' own as::;e~smenl regarding the d·~sirability of
developing specific strategies in this area, and the enthusiasm of staff at these other im;titutions, the
com_rnittee is encouraged about the p.:,tential cof a dual career program at BGSU.

P.ECOMivlEI 1Di\TJ()I IS OF THE COkiMITTEE CH 1DUAL CA.P.EEF: COUPLES
RATIONALE
To become more responsive ti.:. the ne.~dc •Jf i.:u:lay's univerdty employees, the Commitlee on Dual
Career Couple& recommends that Bowling Gr.~en State University institute a policy to a.::comodate
the? unique emplc.yment concern::; of career couples. :]uch a pcolicy •.vould serv•:.-. to strengthen
BGSU's recn.1itment potential and ino:::r•?.ase the Iil:eliho.:id of attracting the mo.:;t qualified applicants
for future po.sition.s. Further, by allcvi<tting l.b.:-. tran::;ilional ::;tre.s::; of worrying about partners'
carcc~r opp•)I1unitie::;, such a policy would co:.ntribul.:: to the optirn<tl perfmmance of recently hired
personnel.
N.Jt only would ::;uch a p(.,]icy be an advantage in tiE~ recruitment of new faculty and administrative
staff, but it could also serv·~ ti) retain those empl.-)yee::; who might otherwi::;e. cho-:1se to leave.
Having b.Jth pmtn.:.r::; employed in meaningful \'h:rrl: decrea:::es the in·~entive lolook elsewhere for
employment.
In addition to the benefit::: to the individual employees involved and the departments that rc.::ruit
them, the university as a v.rh0le bendit::; from th•': p(dtiv·~ affirmative aclibn ctatcmcnt made by this
policy. BGSTJ i::; more lil·ely lo attract f;:-rnale •::andidate:~ if th·~Y l:now tint the partner's search for
employme.nt will be facilitale..:J. ~irnilarly, by as::;i::;tlng the :::earch c·f femal~ partners of male
candidates, we potentially incr.::-a:~e the number of women c•n i:ampu:~. In both inst::mce::; we have
made a positive move in the balance of male tc. f\~mak faculty and administrative stafi member:;.
SCOPE OF THE PROGRAM
1. The Committee I\:'C(1111rnend::; th<•l BGSU implem~nt a program design·~d to assist and wpport
the empi•Jyment search c•f partner::; of rccruit·~d fa.:::ulty or adm.ini::;trative staff. /-.I though some
university prozrams provide an mray .:.f other service:; (•:.g., a::;d::;tance with the search for
housing), Comm..ittec. members agreed that the primary empha::;i::; should be pla~ed on the
employment \::>)Iicerns i:Jf the accompanying partner.
2. The Committee .x.ncluded that tho:.- progrmon .sh•:iUld emphasi:::e partn~~rs (of newly

r.~cruiled

faculty/administrative staff. However, the pJrtner::; ()f existing employees may al~o benefit from
the::;e r.ervke::; on a case by ca.:;,~: bad~ a~ re.:;ources p·~rmit. Thus, th•:-. pi·ogr:-~m ideally •.vould
enhance c.ur efforts \Vith r•:-gard to both recruitment and r.::tention of outstanding BGSU
faculty/administrative staff. Given th·':· lirnlled rcwurccs lil:ely to be available, the Conunittee
sugg~?.sted further that partners c.f graduate student.:; C•r classified staff would IWl b.~ included within
the program's scope;
3. The services of this progr::un shc.uld be >:•p·~n t•) l)arln·~rs as th•:-y arc defin,::;d by th·~ r.::cruited
faculty member o:.r administrator. Therdore, t<::rms such as "spouse" or "family" should be
avoided, and more inclusive languag•: slwuld be adopt~d f,Jr use in cc.nnection with the program
(e.g., couple or partner).

4. Employers within BGSU or the extended business community will ll•)t be asl:ed.to create
positiong that d,J not support the Univ.~rsity or department's mission •Jr hire thos•: who are
unqualified. Employer::; \Viii not be :d:ed lo .:h::mge hiring policies and will retain the right to make
their own decisions.
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NATTTRE ()FTI-IE PROGRAM
A position ,jf Coordinator of the Dual C::rreer Program ~h;:,uld be .:reat·~d and funded. At se·;eral
inst!tutions (e.g., Purdue, J_-lebr~1::J:aJ_ thi;:; ha:::; consisted of a 1/:2 time position and appropriate
clencal .supporl. Al the UmversJty ol Mmnesola a graduate ::;tudem (from Counseling or a related
areal was also assigned to v,~oxl: d.:,:;ely with the program coordinator. Our program should have a
d:,:;e c;:-.nn~~ction with the Office of .'-\.•::<,den-jc Affairs On t.::rm:::; oi the physical location of the
program and/or lh•: reporf.ing hierarchy). Tlv:: C•1111n1illee felt th::tl thi;, arrangement would have a
symbolic value in enhancing the perceived legitimacy of the new program and it.:; Coordinator;
however, even aside frc.m :::;u.:::h consickration.::;, :'\cademic Affair::; is lil:ely the most appi'opriate
unit.
The Pr.Jgram Cc..xdinator \Viii need to dev.:::lop strategies t•) assir.t two different types of parlner:J:
a) partners who wish h) obtain a poc-;itklil at BGSU and b) parlneri: who !::•=:ek other type:; of
employrnent (e.g., in btdne:;:::;, law, primary/secc.ndJI)' educalic-.n or at another univen;ity).
Interviews vlilh staff at other universiti•:~s suggest th::tt a maj.:,rity of the partners of new hires
involve the s~?.::ond type of empl.Jyrn.:.nt. Sorne a•::tivities of the Coordinator \Vill apply in either
type of situation, but there are some issue::; unique t.:r each type:
Off-campus Positions
The Dual Career Pr.:1gram should be an irnp•)rtant res Jurce f,)r the pwfes::;ional partner ::;ecl:.ing
non-acad.:::rnic employment. Th•::. C.-:..xdinalor, a::; e~·:l•:rnal Iiai::;(rn, should develop a n.::tworl: of
fonnal and inf.:rm1al contact::; ::.:, as lo be prcpan~d to match profcs0ic•nal expertise with
organi::ations, businesses, sciK..:rl::;, and agenci.:.s in the region. The formal C•Jntacts could build on
exi0ting pn.:rgrams such a::; the "P.eloc::tlic.n .'\ssistance T.:, ~pour.es" pr.:.gram developed by the
Employer::; As.:ociation of Tol.:.d~·. The irnporlJn·~·:. of informal networl:s wa.:; al::;o emphasized
repeatedly in our interviews. Th,.:.se ne.tworl:::.; incJude alumni, Unive.r:::;ity pe.n:;onnel with unique
external relationships (·~.g., facul:,r in the College ofEducalion who can a~sist in partners' searcher;
fc.r teaching p.:dti.Jns in elementary/:::e.:ondar:v edw::ati.:.n), and net\vorl:::; of peer prufe::;sionals.
Using the netw.xl:, the. Coordinat;:.r \Viii initiate correspondence with appropriate age.IK-:ies,
distribute resumes, and as:::ist in arrangements for tiK' partner to intr:..rvie\'1 with identified potential
employers. In additk.n to this criti.::r.lnetvvorl:ing rol·~. the Coordinator may also direct the partner
to other campus re:::.ourc.ed.::;r,.rvices (e.g., J.~rorne Library's Center fc,r Career P..esour.:e~). The
Coordinat.Jr sh•)Uld develop a thorough understanding •"Jf the:=.e ;::.ther resources, in order to a·.roid
duplicali•Jn .:,f effort. \Ve n::.:.-c.Jmnend that th•:: Dual C:1reer Prograrn !':hvuld continue to offer
wpport in •::areer planning <:11KI pl<icement :::etvices fc,r a pcri.)d •"Jf time (e.g., one year) after the
couple has relocal•~.d to Bowling Green.
It is aLso imp.xtant that BGSU atl•:::mrJtto establish creatbe relationships with business,
govemm.':.ntal a:s,e.n.:ie.:; and other unive.r:;itie~ that will increa::;e the probability of finding or
d·~veloping ::;uilable empl•1ym~nt fc1r partner:=.. ,'-'.n e:·:ample: a p.~r~on might work 1/2 time a::; an
adjunct profes:x.r Jl BGSU :md 11:2 tirne for VliJC•d County or the City of Perrysburg em problems
associated with rapid p•:,pulcili•)n gmwth. Creativ•:. affiliation.J c.f this type, which can be
e.stablbhed ;::rnly if v.r.: build the n;:~c.~.::;sary felation::;hip::; within the community and then
aggressively pur.::ue and support the dev.:.li:.pr11ent c•f path-breal:ing job::;, al0o would establish
valuable extemal affiliaton:; for BGSU within the commur1ity.

On behalf of academic. p::u·tners seel:.ing er11plc.ymenl out.jde of B(.JSU, we re•::ommend that the
Univ•:..rsity President, Provost, Dean.:;, and the Program Coordinalor atlempt to e::;tabli!':h innovative
recipro.::al relalk•n:::hips with •)ther Universities and Coll•::ge::; in the regi;:)ll. These relationships will
increase the probability th::tt an a.:::arkrni.:: partner will b.: ::;ucces:::ful in finding suitable employment
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when placement at BGSU i.:. n•:rt feacibk. Such rebtion~hips no doubt will be even more
compli.::~ated than those. involving different units .:.n .:::ampu::;. I !.-:methele::;:;, we bdieve that BGSU
should lend in aggressively attempting tc• establish such relalidnship:::; \'lith the in::;Lilutions within
C•Jmmuting dislaJK':c, including the Univ·::rsily c•f Michigan, Eastern Ivlichigan University, the
Univercity of To)kdo, the M~edi.:al Cc•llege of Ohi·J, and the smaller univ·~rsiti.~::; and colL~ge::; in the
region.
On-Campus Positions
The succe:::;::;ful coordination of a r•~i:ruitrnent effort involving two Univer::;ity po:::;ition:> is
c.:.mplicated and difficult to acc.:.mpli:;h "politically." J·ieverthd·~s:>, if we b.::come more re::;pon:::ive
and pro-active in thi$ regard. w.: could gu:atly eni-.ance BGSU'::; ability to attract and retain
outctanding faculty and administrz•tiv•:. ::;tall. Tlv~rd.Jr•:, the C•:Jminitle.:: favor:; the idea of devoting
increas·~d attentict11 to the emplc•yrno::nl .:onu:rn::; of the a·::o::ompanying partner, but bdicves that in
the::.e ca::;e::; the active supp.:.rt c,f chair.:;, relevant deans and lhe VPl\A will be required. In
addition, to facilitate such hire~.• con::;titucnt leader::: :::hould auernptto educate the existing
employee~ aboutl.he general de::;irability of W•:Jrking togeth~r acnx:s unit.:;. It is necessary to change
norm::; and attitud:s a.:; well a::; t.J irnplem1~nt .:;p;::cific pr.:.·=·~dure;; which ensure that ::;uch case:; are
handled in an equitable manner.
Som: incentive::; and re:::..:•urce::: ar·~ nced.::d if this ::J::;pe.:":t of the progra1~n ir. to be ::;ucce:::::;ful.
Univen;ity unit;; value their deci!';ion-mal::.ing autonomy and d·J not wi::;h to give anything up in
order to fa;:~ilitate an.JliK~r unil':::; hiring a.::tiviti.::s. Therdme, the unit involving the partner must
first mal:e a decision about the qualification::; and area::; of e~~po::rli::;.:." of the partner. If it is
determined that the .-~.andidate has cout::;tanding qualification:; which fit well with that department's
long tem1 goal::: and objectives, one .:•f S•~Vefal ::l.ral·~gie::; could be implemented, depending on the
circumstances involved:

1. Re!Zular Positions. At Si)l11(' univ.~dtie::; \:e.g., r:an.:;a::) ::;everal positicifls are "held ba.:k" at the
Provost level with the. expectation that the::;~ nny be needed to facilitate dual career hires. Another
::;trate12:y would be t•::t e~·:amine a qi•;en de.partmt:nt'::; retirement pattern:>. If one or more retirements
are lil':'ely to occur within a reasZ'nable JX:riod .:rftime, the VPAA .:.o:mld fund the partner on a
temporary basis, until ::;uch time a::; a pc.dtion is made available thn:-.ugh retirement or resignation.
2. Bridge Funding. Every potential faculty m.~mber would lil:e a c·~cure, t·~nure-trad: position;
however, the University may be abJ.:-. to provide some level of a.~::;istance/employment fihort of this.
A Faculty Fellcro,•,rship program C•)ttld be implemented. For e:·:ample, the University of I lebra&l~a
Lincoln offers a one-year stipend of :ti5,0CJQ plus b.:nelllG to its facully lellows. The::;e are funded
2/3 by the Dual Career office and l/3 by liK· relevant Dean. This v;.)u!d tu~ a relatively lmv-cost
•Nay of providing a I-.om·~ base let the. parln•::r, as well as a degr.::e of academic legitimacy. The
University of Minnesota ha~~ al..::o devek•ped J pmgram de::;igned to provide bridge funding for the
accompanying partner. They fund t!K~ p<H1r.ers at a kvel comm·~n::.urate with their qualification::;,
and gradually reduce thb ami)Lll1t over a 3 year period. Bridge funding alkt\VS partners a longer
. dow ,J f c.ppc.rtumty
. .m wIHe
. I1 to secure ~~rnp I•Jyment--eit1er
. I w1t1
. I t1e
I 1rutta
. . . I "I1•Jl11e basc or
wm,
elsewhere.
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3. nther Options. Department chair::; ::hould L~ open t;) di:::cussions regarding the availability of
laboratc•ry and/or office space, temporary leaching ::•.::-::ignments, or t•) e··:ploring •Jther ways in
which their depmtrnent •::an facilitate the partner's employment needs. It is recognized that these
will not alway::; be availabJ.::, but it i::; very important to communicate with the partner about any
short or long term prospects for emph::ryrnent. If the chairs and director;; could receive some funds
from their Dean or the VPAA for these purpc.::;e::;, they V/IJuld c·bviou-::Iy have additional motivation
to work something out.
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Other r..e.:.-•IYIITJendation.:: for Implementation
1. Adv·:.-rtis•:.-ments for JXositions should :::tal•: that E:owling Green State Univer::;ity is responsive to
the n·~eds i_:.f dual career couples. Thi::; initi::II ::;latement "rJpen:; ~he d·Jor" emly f(•r faculty to di::;cu~s
issues that may relate to their partner'::: employment n·~eds. Thi::; will allow Bowling Green
adequate lead time to a::::::i:::t pnrtner.::; in finding employment as quicl:ly as po:::::;ible.
2. A brochure describing the :~·::rvic•::s offered to dual career Ci::OUpk:s ~ho:.uld be developed and sent
to candidates as soon as pos.:;ibk during the hiring pro::ou~:::.::;. This is another way to facilitate an
early di:::cus::ion of the.:;c i.:;:;ue::;.
3. Inf•JITnation about the Dual Career Pr0gram should b·: 3Vailabk on University and department
web pages.
4. The abcove wgge.:;tion::; .shGuld be di::;o:.:us:::ed with fa.:::ulty and administrative staff (e.g., Faculty
Senate and ,1\drnini::;lrative Staff Council) in ord.::r to g·~t additional ideas and input.
Th~ pr•Jgram will undoubledly go !hrou~h several phases. Initially, some attention will need to
h?. directed to dual care.~r i::;.::;ue::; facing .::utTo?nt f:Jctdty; eventually the emphasis should shift to new
hire::;. In addition, personnel at (rther univer.:;iti·~s noted thJt it tab:0 lime for nctworb and effective
contact::; to d·:.-vekop. Theref,=,r;~. !he prc.grarn sh•jUJd ll•Jt be ab::mdcmed after a short period if it is
n.-)t imrne.diat•:.-ly successful in all instances.

5.

6. \Ve recognize tl1Jt nc•t all dual·::areer i.:;~ui~::; can b·:.' .:;olv.:-d throu:sh the u:::e cof one of the abovementioned suggestions. Altlli:mgh .:;uch ::;trat.~gies a::; ::;har.:-d position~~ (•}r 112 limes po::;itivns;
leav~s without pay) are beyc.nd th•::- ::;cope of the o:UJTerlt com1Tlille~, there i.:; a real n~ed to b.:::come
moJ-.:. open t•:. f.h.: creative-. use cof faculty and staff line::;/re::;c,urce::; in order to attract and retain the
best personnel.

4
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Principles and Recommendations for a
Performance-Based Merit System
for Administrative Staff at Bowling Green State University
The Administrative Staff Council believes that a number of important
principles must form the· foundation for an effective performance appraisal
process and for the equitable distribution of salary increment awards. The
Council endorses the concept of a performance-based merit system for
awarding employee salary increases provided such a system is fair,
equitable, and firmly grounded on these principles. By "meritu, the Council
means a salary increment that is allotted for performance of duties that
meets or exceeds unit expectations. The rationale for this definition is
provided by the following principles of an effective merit system.
1. An effective merit system should promote employee recruitment
and retention, adequately reward conscientious performance of normal
duties and responsibilities, and provide incentives that encourage
distinguished, innovative and creative achievements to meet unusual
challenges and opportunities when they arise.
2. A salary system should be designed to promote internal salary
equity (based upon the Administrative Staff Compensation Plan) as well as
external salary equity (based upon salary comparisons among individuals
in simil~r positi?nf from similar uni~ers!ties,_c~l,eg~s 3..-r ~_;partm.ent~).

l)'lf!01 ', d·~ ~~~ .3.-.;i{ i-~_, ....t.- ·~""· 1~ <p~q, --
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3. A performance-based merit system may include a component of
peer-review when appropriate. Appropriateness will be determined jointly
by the supervisor and staff member.
4. A performance-based merit system should engender the type,
quantity, and quality of performance that contributes to the achievement of
institutional and unit missions and goals. The reward system also needs to
recognize that there are often multiple paths that may be taken in support
of missions and goals.
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5. A merit system needs to establish a clear connection between
employee performance and reward. A department or unit must clearly
identify the normal expectations and performance standards that are
expected of all staff. Through this process, indicators must be identified for
performances that fall below standard expectations for merit as well as
those types of achievements that surpass the unit's standard expectations.
6. The performance appraisal process should provide employees
with constructive comments that enable them to develop professionally and
to make improvements in performance.
7. The merit system must avoid trivializing the system by spreading
merit too thinly and thus minimizing the impact of any incentive awards
given.
8. Even the best annual review systems may produce salary
inequities or may fail to appropriately reward contributions or performances
that occur over longer periods of time. Thus, an annual merit review
system needs to be supplemented by periodic five-year comprehensive
reviews on a rotating schedule.
9. A performance-based merit or salary reward system should foster
cooperation among staff, should reward groups and teams as well as
individuals for collaborative work performances, and should generate wide
support and general satisfaction on the University campus.
10. Both the performance based merit system and the performance
appraisal process will be reviewed annually by ASC.
Provided these ten principles are followed, the Administrative Staff
Council recommends that Bowling Green State University adopt a
performance-based merit reward system. The Council believes it is better
to improve the existing system than to abandon it completely. What follows
are the specific recommendations for an employee performance-based
merit system which is specific to Administrative Staff members.
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1. Each year the Univ_prsity should first review and address those
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employees whose salaries?re less than the midpoint of their salary grade,
to identify and rectify potential salary inequities. Funds should be made
available on a regular, on-going basis to support raises for promotions,
salary equity adjustments, market adjustments and salary adjustments
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funds shoul~ not be considered a part of the annual merit pool.
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3. ~IICrease proauctlvtrykmerit system must be administered
openly and reliably. Thus, chan/esV!n evaluation and merit pay criteria
must be completed BEFORE tlle_oew contract year, i.e. before June 30 of
the prior ~~~~r~ploye-; can conles1~tlnf.air merit

,
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TIME DEADLINES
a. Performance appraisal forms must be completed by May 15 of the
prior contract year.
b. Merit pay recommendations must be known at the completion of the
evaluation process. (May 31)
c. Merit pay criteria must be known prior to start of the next contract
year.
Failure to meet any of items a-c defaults to the employee being
awarded AT LEAST the average increase given to all contract staff. For
e.g. in 1996, the default pay increase was 3°/o.
d. A supervisor will meet with employees between November 15 and
January 15 for a dialogue on progress toward their annual goals. The
supervisor will document at that time an employee's performance which is
falling below a satisfactory level. The supervisor will be expected to
continue to engage in ongoing dialogue with the employee to improve
employee performance.
4. A supervisor's merit pay is contingent upon completing
performance evaluations and merit pay recommendations for their staff on
time.
5. Human Resources will review all annual performance evaluations
and merit pay recommendations to ensure consistency and integrity.
Issues concerning the process will be communicated to ASC- PWC on an
annual basis.
6. The annual merit allocation should be based upon the meritorious
accomplishments over the most reGent three-year period on a rolling basis,
i.e., each year new information is added to the file for the most recent year
and information for the oldest year is eliminated from the file. This will help
to reduce inequities that can result from differences in the merit funds
available each year and from fluctuations in performance that may occur
from year to year.

ss

7. All employees will be evaluated in their annual performance
reviews to determine t11air eligibility for merit. Merit eligibility is determined
by the job performance of an employee, as assessed by the Administrative
Staff Performance Appraisal Form. Performing one's job at a satisfactory
level and in a competent manner is the basis for merit pay. Given that an
employee will qualify for a merit increase be meeting, as well as exceeding,
unit standards, it is expected that very few employees will fail to qualify for
merit.
8. Any employee who does not qualify for merit in their annual
performance review should not receive a salary increase. A professional
development fund equal to the uniform percentage raise that would have
been allocated to the individual, should be made available to the
department or academic unit for employee development, with priority given
to assisting employees who have failed to qualify for a merit increment.
9. For recommendations {9a) and {9b) below, the threshold shall be
the greater of

3':~.

or Co:Jt-of

l::i'o'iA§.AEijHSt~it;eQt..(.C..QLA).

a. If the total merit pool in a given year is the threshold or less, all
administrative staff employees who qualify for merit by meeting or
exceeding departmental expectations in their annual performanr::e reviews
will receive the same. pe.rct=.ntage increase in salary.
b. If the merit P•J.:'I in a given year is more than the thresh·)ld, the
amount over the threshold will be allocated to departments and academic
units for recognition of merit-eligible employees whose level of
performance exceeds departmental expectations as defined by it.s merit
policies.
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New phrases are -in- uppercase-;--- Words-te-be-omitted-are encleseG--in-- --- ---------------- __ ----double square brackets ([[ ])).

Changes reflect new wording chosen for

the Faculty document. Where possible, the administration would like us to
keep phrasing the same.

4/2/1997
Principles and Recommendations for a
Performance-Based Merit System
for Administrative Staff at Bowling Green State University
The Administrative Staff Council believes that a number of important
principles must form the foundation for an effective performance appraisal
process and for the equitable distribution of salary increment awards. The
Council endorses the concept of a performance-based merit system for
awarding employee salary increases provided such a system-is fair,
equitable, and firmly GROUNDED [[founded]] on these principles. By
.. merW, the Council means a salary increment that is allotted for
performance of duties that meets or exceeds unit expectations. The
rationale for this definition is provided by the following principles of an
effective merit system.
1. An effective me~it-sy-stemst:lould.pmmote employee_.r.ecr.uitmenL.
and retention, [[should]l adequately reward conscientious performance of
normal duties and responsibilities, and [[should]] provide incentives that
encourage distinguished, innovative and creative achievements to meet
unusual challenges and opportunities when they arise.
2. A salary system should be designed to promote internal salary
equity {based upon the Administrative Staff Compensation Plan) as well as
external salary equity (based upon salary comparisons among individuals
in similar positions from similar universities, colleges or departments).
3. A performance-based merit system may include a component of
peer-review when appropriate. Appropriateness will be determined jointly
by the supervisor and staff member.

4. A

performance~asectmerit-system--should--engendertrre---type-,- ---

---:------ -- -- -

quantity, and quality of performance that contributes to the achievement of
institutional and unit missions and goals. The reward system also needs to
recognize that there are often multiple paths that may be taken in support
of missions and goals.
5. A merit system needs to establish a clear connection between
employee performance and reward. A department or unit must clearly
identify the normal expectations and performance standards that are
expected of all staff. Through this process, indicators must be identified for
performances that fall below standard expectations for merit as well as
those types of achievements that surpass the unit's standard expectations.
6. The performance appraisal process should provide employees
with constructive comments that enable them to develop professionally and .
to make improvements in performance.
7. The merit system must avoid trivializing the system by spreading
merit too thinly and thus minimizing the impact of any incentive awards
given.
8. Even the

bestannual--feview--systems-may-~roeuoe-salary----------------------

inequities or may fail to appropriately reward contributions or performances
that occur over longer periods of time. Thus, an annual merit review
system needs to be supplemented by periodic FIVE-year comprehensive
reviews on a rotating schedule.
9. A performance-based MERIT OR salary reward system should
foster cooperation among staff, siK•uld reward groups and teams as well as
individuals for collaborative worl\ performances, and should generate wide
support and general satisfaction on the University campus.
10. Both the performance based merit system and the performance
appraisal process will be reviewed annually by ASC.

..

---------- ..

Provided these ten principles are followed; the Administrative Staff
Council recommends that Bowling Green State University adopt a
performance-based merit reward system. The Council believes it is better
to improve the_existing system than to abandon it completely. What follows
are the specific recommendations for an employee performance-based
merit system which is specific to Administrative Staff members.
Recommendations
1. Funds should be made available on a regular, on-going basis to
support raises for promotions, salary equity adjustments, market
adjustments and salary adjustments deemed appropriate tellewiAg

GOmprehensiue F'IVE YEAR reviews of employee pet1ormance and sala1y.
These funds should support the administration's commitment to move staff
into the appropriate quartile of their salary range. These funds should not
be considered a part of

th~ annual merit pool.
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eritorious performance should be rewarded:
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(old version of 2a)
[[a. Upon ·the completion of three years of meritorious assessments,
an employee's sal~uy shall be increased to the next quartile of their
·assigned grade in the Administrative Staff Compensation Plan.])

c:...cl
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(proposed n&w version of 2a) ~ this from Middleton. The thrust1kf
is to guarantee additional merit pay to all staff at 5 year review intervals,
ensuring the University is significantly addressing just 20% of staff each year.
The prior clause (2a) was faulty in that extremely meritorious staff could already
be in the next quartile after a three year period, so would not get any increase.
The five year review cycle is Middleton's. The percentage increase has not
been discussed.
a. Upon the completion of five years of meritorious
.assessments, an employee's salary shall be increased by 3% more
than their proposed merit increase.
(Clause 2b added to enable keeping some version of salary grade
movement in the document.)
b. Upon the completion of seven years of meritorious assessments
in the same salary grade, any employee's salary which is below the

1J'v-. -·

midpoint of their assigned grade in the Administrative Salary Compensation
Plan, will have their salary increased at least to the midpoint.
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c. After FIVE [[three]] conse utive years of meritorious assessments,
the employee shall be granted" enewable FIVE [[three]] year contract
with provisions for annual salary increases.
3. To increase productivity, a merit system must be administered
openly and reliably. Thus, changes in evaluation and merit pay criteria
must be completed BEFORE the new contract year, i.e. before June 30 of
the prior contract year. To ensure that employees can contest unfair merit
pay assessments, a timely disclosure of the AMOUNT of the merit pay
recommendation is necessary. Continual dialogue between the supervisor
and the employee about progress towards goals is essential.
TIME DEADLINES
a. Performance appraisal forms must be completed by May 15 of the
prior contract year
b. Merit pay r.?.commend&tions must be known at the completion of the
evaluation--process;-(May-3-i}--- ------ - - --c. Merit pay critHia must be known prior to start of the next contract
year.
Failure to meet any of items a-c defaults to the employee being
awarded AT LEAST the average increase given to all contract staff. For
e.g. in 1996, the default pay increase was 3%.
d. A supervisor will meet with employees between November 15 and
January 15 for a dialc.gu8 on progress toward their annual goals. The
supervisor will documc::nt at that time an employee's performance which is
falling below a satisfactory leval. The supervisor will be expected to
continue to engage in ongoing dialogue with the employee to improve
employee performance.

4. A supervisor's merit pay is contingent upon completing
performance evaluations and merit pay recommendations for their staff on
time.
5. Human Resources will review all annual performance evaluations
and merit pay recommendations to ensure consistency and integrity.
Issues concerning tile process will be communicated to ASC- PWC on an
annual basis.
6. The annual merit allocation should be based upon the meritorious
accomplishments over the most recent three-year period on a rolling basis,
i.e., each year new ir~.tc.rmation is added to the file for the most recent year
and INFORMATION FOR the oldest year is eliminated from the file. This
will help TO reduce inequities that can result from differences in the merit
funds available each yesr AND FROM FLUCTUATIONS IN
PERFORMANCE THAT rvlAY OCCUR FROM YEAR TO YEAR.
(old version of (7))
[[7. All8rnploy88S will b8 8valuate::d in their annual performance
reviews as "meritorious" or "non-meri\•)rious". Merit eligibility is determined
by the job performan..::.:: of ara •2mploy•::o:., as assessed by the Administrative
Staff Performarac:.:: Apprsi.::sl F.:.rm. Parforming one's job at a satisfactory level and in a
competent mannGr i8 the basis f.:•r m3rit pay.]]

7. All employees will b'? evaluated in their annual performance
reviews TO DETERMINE THEIR ELIGIBILITY FOR MERIT. Merit eligibility
is determined by the job periormance of an employee, as assessed by the
Administrative Staff Pedormanc:e Appraisal Form. Performing one's job at
a satisfactory level and in a com patent manner is the basis for merit pay.
GIVEN THAT AN EMPLOYEE WILL QUALIFY FOR A MERIT INCREASE
BY MEETING, AS WELL AS EXCEEDING, UNIT STANDARDS, IT IS
EXPECTED THAT VERY FEW EMPLOYEES WILL FAIL TO QUALIFY
FOR MERIT.
8. Any employee who DOES NOT QUALIFY FOR MERIT IN THEIR
annual performance review SHOULD NOT RECEIVE a SALARY increase.
A professional d~Svelopmt?nt FUND equal to the UNIFORM PERCENTAGE

raise that would have been allocated to the individual, should be made
available to the department or academic unit for employee development,
with priority given to assisting employees who have failed to qualify for a
merit increment.
9. If the TOTAL merit P•JOI in a given year is Gest of bhdnQ

3 ~0

'AdjtJstment (GOLA7 or less, ALL ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF employees
WHO QUALIFY FOR MERIT BY MEETING OR EXCEEDING
DEPARTMENT/UNIT EXPECTATIONS IN THEIR ANNUAL
PERFORMANCE REVIEWS will receive the same percentage increase in

salary.10. If the

erit pool in a given
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amount over

·

will be allocated to

departments and acadernic units for recognition of merit-eligible employees
whose level of perform::tr.ce exceeds departmental expectations as defined
by its merit policies.
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The faculty and administTation of Bowling Green State University believe that the
following principles must fonn the fountlati,)n fur the periodic proce:::s of faculty review
and the equitable distribution of faculty salary increments. The concept of a perfonmncebased merit system for awarding faculty salary increments is endorsed, provided that
such a system i:;; fait. equitable, and finnly grounde.d on these principles. In thi~ policy,
"merit" is defined as a salary increment that is :1llotted for the perfof11'13nce of dutie.s that
meets or exceeds dep:.utment ur acad~m.ic unit expecutions. The rationale for this
definition is provided by the following principles:

1. An effective tnerit system should promote fa~.~ulty n!cmitm:.nt and retention;
soouM :ldt~quately rew:lfd con-.:cientious performance of normal duties and
responsibilities; .md s-beuld pnwide inccnth·~s thar encourage~ distinguished, _
innovative, and creative :lchie.ve.ment:i to n~i'\t unusual ch11Jenges and
opportunities when they arise.
2. A salary sy:aem should be d~signt':d to promote internal equity (based upon
salary comparisons '.Vithin the U nivt~r~ity, college. or dep:utment) as well as
external equity (ba~ed upon &ala.ry comp~u-i:wns among individuals from similar
universities. colleges or departments). Internal sabry equity promotes
performance, where.as extermLl sal~:u·y equity promotes retention. _
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3. A performance-b:J..Sed meri[ system should be based on :1 collegial peer review
process that place:s prirnary responsibility on the colle.giate departme-.nt or
academic unit and that fl~}Uires C:lfcful evaluation performance utilizing the
collective best judgment of faculty.
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4. +hl5 'THE MEfUT system should engender the typ~. quantity. and quality of
performance that contributes to the achievement of iflstiffii~ UNIVERSITY,
college. and depanmenttll missions and goals. The Fe!Jl&Fd MERIT syst~m also
needs tu recognize that therr: are often multiple pmhs that may be taken in
suppon of missions and go<ili.

5. 111c depanment or academic unit :1ppruved alloc:uicnlS of eff.:'llt :-tnd ev.:tluative
criteria should be reflected in its merit rr.view process. That process must~
ENSURE that bculty who hav~ uflit-approv,~d ind..ividual v~ailli(lrlS of effort m·e
revie\ved and rewarded proportionately to their own approved perccntag~ of
effort distributions.

FACULTY
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6. A THE nx:rit ~y!:tem needs to establish a clc:ar corult.dion t.c:t\veen faculty
pe.rfMm::tnt:e and reward. A department or academi.-: unit must dearly identify the
normal expect,uions and perf,)rmaJlce. standard:; for reaching, research/creative
activity, and service tlut. ar~ expe~t~d of all faculty IN THE DEPARTMENT OR
UNIT. Through this process,* THE DEPARTMENT/UNIT must identify
indicators ft3f OF pe~rformances rhat fall below sland:trd expectations for merit as
well as those type.s of achievements that MU]X\SS the unit-;; standard expectations

OF THE DEPARThtENT/UNIT.
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1. The proc~ss of PERFOR!v1ANCE review should provide faculty members with
results and constructive feedback that .;.nable:s them to devc:.lop prufi~.ssionally and
to make improvements in THEIR perfurrnanct:.
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61
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8. \Vhene.ver resources are limited. the rrerit !:}'Stem must respond m a more
restticted set of im:titutional priorities in order to avoid llivializing the. system by
ti:ti)-t-h-!:llly sprc~ading TOO THINLY, and thus minimizing, the impact of any
MERIT inrent-i;.:e awards given AS INCENTIVES.

64
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9. Even the ber;t annwtl re"ir.w sy:::tems may proJuce salary inequities or may fail to
appropriately re'i.vard contributions or p~rfcnmanees that 1)1Xur O\•,~r longer
pe.riods of time. Thus, an annual rnetit n~view syf.tean needs tn lx~ supplemented
by periodic five-year l:Omprehen:;ive

revi,~w.~

on a rotating

~;chc:.dule.

69
70
71

72
73
74
15
76
77

10. A performanee-basr.:d MERIT OR salary reward system should foster
cooperation rmhe:r than ~uuugonism among faculty, should reward gmups anti
teams as well a~ individuals for collabormive wurk perfol111llnce(s), and ~huuld
ge:ne.rate. •.vide supp(11l and general sath;facrion on the University campusES.

Bowling Green State University is ~ommitted ro follow the fi)fegoi.ng

t1~n prin~iples,

and hereby, adopts a perfomunce-based merit reward system for ils faculty as outlined

BY TI-lE POLICIES AND PROCEDURES USTED below:

78

79
80
81
8~

83
84
85
86
87

88
89

1. +He-r-ev-Bed TI-llS rr.erit policy £ltt=Juhl SI-I..o\LL nut NEITHER be implemented
retroactively:- NOR IN THE MIDDLE OF:\ CALENDAR YEAR. It sht:H:dti
h'lke-eff~~t--nt>-eur.JieF-than4h~-tlep<trt-menl/tiiHt"-rc€effiffiend&:tioAs i:R 1999 tor
t.fte.-l.~9~QOO acati~R-"Iie j'@t\f.

SHALL BE IMPLE!\·tENTED AT THE
BEGINNING OF TI-IE CALENDAR YEAR COMMENCING ON
JANUARY 1, 1998. In the me:mti.me, faculty in e.adt academic unit should
detennine the means of implementation in that unit. AU faculty musr bt! aware
of the revisions in depannlent sta.11dards and proct>:sses sufficiently in advance
of impleme.ntati~)n to understand the implications of rhose revisions and to
adjust their perfi)mttnce accordingly.

90

91

92

-- 2 ·-

P.03

97

FunJs should be made available on a re.gubr on3uing h:t3i::: t.) support rai:;es
for promc.tions in rank, salary e.quity AND MA.P.KET adjustmenrs. and s:.tlary
adjustments deemed appropdate following comprehensive five-year reviews
of fa\:ulty performance and sallry. TI1ese funds should not be considered a
part of the annual merit pool FOR CONTINUING FACULnr SALARY

98

INCREMENTS. The merit pool is the pioduct (I[ tht:. total S;llaries of the

93
94

95
96

continuing fa.culty tin~s the percentage sal.:lfy increase
APPROVED by the Board of Trustees.

99
100
101
102
103

104
105
106
107

ICJS

3. All f<Lculty should receive :ill annual performance re.view with informative
'vritt~n fc~dback provided to them in a timely n"t:mner. Faculty have l't right to
expect th~t their annu3l revi~ws accurately reflect their acturtl workload
responsibilitie~. assigned dutie.s, and percr:.ntag~ iLlk•l~<ttion::; •:.f effort.
.-t_ \VITI-I 11-IE EXCEPTION OF E\.'TERNAL PEER REVIE'_:Jf. t +he san~
performa.nce (:ritl!da used in tenure and promotion should b~ used {i)r ill1Jlual

merit review. i:ro.Hfie--nu-mbef-;:.tf'-~r-f-tn=rnii-f~te-ir'lfl.i eatt>P~~14-t he- a:me Hnt e f
ev-iflenae SHBti1:itte4-te-d-e.m;::~-.·ls-tfi1t~~l-f,~J=FI-1<1~-will~·:tH-.?---aF_,I},3A't"~F~~~
AND THEY SHOULD BE CONSISTENT \VJTH 11-IOSE CRITERIA

109
110

111
112
113

FOUND IN THE ACADE!vUC CHARTER (SEE CHARTER SECT10N
B-LC & D-I.D). A fa,~ulty m~mb~r·s n~view should reflect the agreed upon
allocation of that faculty member':; eff011s. E\temal PEER rt::vif!.ws of fJcnlty
should not be used fur pm1)0ses of th~ :1nimal me-rit r~view OR CONTRACT
RENEWAL

114
115
116
ll7
113
119
1~0

121
12:!
123

124

sn~~

5.

Th·~

annual merit r~vi~w should be based up(ln the. ;J.ccomplh:hments over the
rece.nt three-ye.:rr period on a ft)lling basi::;, i.t::.. , each year ne.w
inform:uion is added to the. i1le for the. most recent year, and INFORMATION
FOR the (l!d~st year i:> eliminated ii'om th~ fil.:.. This will he-lp TO reduce:
inequities ~hat can result both from differences in the. ~rit funds available.
each year and from fluctu~tiLins in performance that l\·1A Y occur from year
to year.
mo~t

125
126
127
128

129
130

t3l
132
133
13-l.
135

6. 'PtlAFH1iilly, e Each department or academic unit sho1:1!ti SHALL receive the
FULL amount available fur merit as a perc.~nt of the tcrtal s~Llaries of the:
continuillg faculty in that depanment or unit. Tw.-, E:lit:c.pri.;,r.s HldY be H'\tido:
~The faculty of a :;chool or a college may decide., with the approval of its
d~an, to allocatt. m:::rit on a ~:chool-wilh~ or colk.g;;-wilk kt~:::i~; rather th<ul on a
d~partment or academic unit basis if .a TI-lE FACULTY UN Al\TJMOUSLY
decid~s that su~.~h an approad1 would b~- rt)i)r~ apr.ropdate.
B:-4n-i-bo-€as;~IHle~-At-a£-a.lEI:lde-mK.~uH-it-f£tl:i&W_H:.,J.

l.lartieulM-1-y

tHif'l'Eltlu•;ct-~..:.--a-s-JeteflnirleJ--by-a~-:_:;.t-en=tati..:,....r-ev-iew-af-it-5-quality--dtftt

l?.r)

ffi~,~t:~t;l&.:r+.-".:t-tffi.la~-t.-l\'illuat-i•:•ns.-a~d~an--rna-y-£•i'~k-t-I1&It£•PF0:>\'.:t-l-Elf--tM-Pr-.:,-vi3-:Jt

137

t&-re.d UCt7-th13

138

i1-ITl.{Hif1t--t-hil·t--wi:>-ul·l--ha-ve.-hee-n-..:w-a-il-a-ble--t1Hhe--uait-fr;:ll-1H-h~-tner-it--pw•l--.:tnd

ffk'.l:it-f·UnB-s--tt¥i1-il-al;..l&-f{t-t~1at--u::i-iH•) l~:J-S--H'tftn-th•?:-pCr~E:-tt t-a-g~

·- 3 --

P .. 05

bb

139

t-e-iillBed.te lhu s~

140
141

~ift-lhe-ee-ll~e.

142
143

144
145
146

147
143
149
150
151

152
153
15~

lSS

fllflrj-s-ta:r-i'H·hf.'lr-C:li'!f.iel'¥in-:~-t-19*rR fft.:. At ::i •} t:...ithli:-vidtln-l:T

7. Continuing faculty MEMBERS sh-£:Hthl WILL be e.valuateJ in their annual
performance rc:.view:i AT TI-lE DEPARTJV1ENT OR ACADEMIC UNIT
LEVEL to detennin,!: THEIR eligibility for merit. A TI-IE department/unit
5houhl SHALL recognize and r~w<wilew:ls of performance that m:.et or
c~xceed its wmdard expectt\tion. This n~cognition an~1 reward shou-ld SHALL
be based on a THE depai-tn1etat!5/HAit's policies OF TIIE
DEPARTMENT/UNIT and THE ACADEMIC CHARTER criteria, \vith
appropriate indk:ators, which establish standards of performance that
determine whether the faculty rn(-:rnber: (a) qualifi~s FOR 'MERIT BY
MEETING OR EXCEEDING DEPARTl\tENT/UNIT STANDARDS, or (b)
does not qualify fc)r rnerit. GIVEN 11--IAT A FACULTY ~·lEMBER \VILL
QUALIFY FOR A MERJT INCREASE BY MEETING, AS \VELL AS
EXCEEDING. DEPARTMENT/lJNIT STANDARDS. IT IS EXPECTED
THAT VERY FE\V FACULTY WILL FAIL TO QUALir""Y FOR MEP..IT.

156
1~7

15S
IS9
160
161
162

S. If the total merit pool for continuing fa(:ulty SALARY INCREMENTS in a
given ye.ar is three. p~r..::ent (Y'f.) or less, all CONTINUll.J"G [\culty who
qualify for merit by l\·1EET1NG OR EXCEEDING DEPARTMENT/UNIT
EXPECI'ATIONS in their annual performance revie.ws will rc~ce.ive th~ sam'~
percentage r-a-iso INCREASE in salJ.ry.

163

9. If thCI total rrt01it p(,ol fur wntinuing faculty SALARY INCRE1v1ENTS in ::I.

16-\

given year i$ more than three percent (3%) but les~ th:m •:n:--equitl-t•:') five
pen.-~ent (5%), its~ \\'ILL be allucated acCt)rding to the foUowii1g
guidelines:

165
166
167
168
169

170
171
172
173
174

175
176
177
17&
179
180
181
182

A. Fift-y-r,eredftt (50%) TI-IREE PERCENT (3%) OF THE TOTAL
SALARIES OF THE CONTINUING FACULTY t:<lk•u-ld SHALL be
allocated as ~Hal A THREE pen:entage (Y{l) increase in salary to all
faculty whu MEET DEPARTMENT/UNIT EXPECTATIONS AND
THEREBY qualify for merit in BASED ON their <lnnual perf0rm.:1nc.~
revtews.

B. The remaining fifty pei'C·~~~3tlkl DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
THE TOTAL MERlT P(}()L AND 11--IE 11--IREE PERCENT (Y;(.) OF
TilE TOTAL SALARIES OF TilE CON''fiNUING FACULTY SHALL
be~-

allocated to department~ and academic uniLs for rec(1gnition of tho5e
faculty whose level of pa;rfomt~ml~e exceeds dt.p<trtment or academic unit
t~xpectations as defmcd by the:. El<!part-rnent~u-fl-it~ merit policy. OF TilE
DEPARThtENT OR UNIT.

183
184

--4 ....
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SEI~.:.TE
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b7

185

186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193

10. If the total mel"il pool in a given yea1· ·~'-:o.ee-d-5 IS five percent (5%") OR
MORE, it will be alloc.:ated ::.u::ording to the following guidelines:
A. Pii=ty perrem-(..§f:l 1Y~i~ht;illJ S:l\.1Y PERCENT (60%) SHALL b~. allocated
TO DEPARTMENTS AND ACADEMIC UNITS TO BE USED as an
equal percentage increa.<;e in salary to all faculty IN THE
DEPARTMENT/UNIT who MEET DEPARTMENT/UNIT
EXPECfATIONS AND THEREBY qualify for merit in the.ir annual
perfonnance reviews.

194

195
196
197

198

199

B. Ferty-ti-ve~reeat (t5%) sh;::.uhl FORTY PERCENT (40·1··) SHALL be
allocated to depaxt.ment.s a.nd academic units for recognition AND
REWARD of those faculty whose. level of performance exceeds
depa.rtn'lel'tt or acadenric unit expectations a::: deft.ned by the
dcpann1ent's/unit's merit policy.

200

201.
202

203
204
205
206

207

C. THe -Tefr.a-in-ing-tl\·~pe-t=€e-ti£ ~~5 q") 'Nill--re-.nUI3l-'ffiN-t•:J-lhe;~~-an!l-Bf.,~(tl~~
i&f-.re-66-Stti::t-ixm-tlf'-th•:•£;e-fatulty-who h~em.-JFts-t:Fatecl-sig-ni.f.ie-ant .. .. --ae-11-ie-v-en~t-s~t?.hiAt,~neat-i\'e-j:.er-f:t•Hflane.~arlfi . . ..Je?l-ie~

JeuH-It1£tY-G-huB~je-'E1=t--allo ctHe rh~es te-&J'Ifi:Ft-n~n tr..,-.-:lf-i.1;.:.aJ ~H~J:i,;-u-n-it-s
f~J,f-ti-h:a-r-ibl-lt~gfi.--their-e-)'(-iit-ing-rr-ll*it_..Jj'S·t&ftl-(1 F may HSe-5o R1e--e-thef

m-et-hHtl{-s).fur rev;artltilg-d-~-iflguP.i-het-l.-:level~:·f-t~ffi;,fm:±r~
individua·l~}'-gt:tlups-;;,F-Matn.;;, aadlDr ~~par-in-1enf5-.:•f-it~lderr-ti&-nnit-s:-

208

209
210
211

212
213
214
215

216
217

218
219
220

1 1. Any faculty member who does not qualify fm rr.etit in their annu:-tl
performanc(j review should not receive a salary increase. A professional
development fi.trtd equal to the uniiorm pt:.rtentage ntii;e that W(•ttld have. l:le~n
allocated to that individual, HAD HE/SHE BEEN DEEMED TO MEET BliT
NOT EXCEED DEPARTMENTAUUNIT E~'PECfATIONS, ~h:tll be rnad~
available to him or her. THIS FUND SHALL oo- be used exclusively for
profes:;ion:ll development Jcrivities.,. TO IMPROVE HIS/HER
PERFORMANCE TO A LEVEL \VHICI-1 \VILL MEET OR EXCEED THE
PERFORMANCE EA'"PEC.1'ATIONS OF THE DEPARTivtENT/UNIT (AS
DEFINED BY THE MERff POLICY OF THE DEPARThtENT/UNfD,
AND THEREBY. QUALIFY HIM/HER FOR MERIT IN SUBSEQUENT
PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS AND RE\VARDS FOR MERIT.

221
222

223

. 224
225
226
227
228.
229
230
231

12. THE FOREGOING PRINCIPLES AND POLICIES/PROCEDURES OF THE
PERFORMANCE~BASED MERIT SYSTEM FOR FACULTY AT
BO\VLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITir SHALL BE REVlEWED IN
THE FALL OF 1999 AND REVISED AS APF·ROPRJATE. THEREAFTER,
THEY SHALL BE REVIE\VED BY THE FACULTY SENATE AND TIIE
APPROPRIATE SENATE COMMITTEES EVERY THREE YEARS.
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TO: Administrative staff
FROM: Personnel WeHare Committee ASC
Attached for your information are the results of a survey comparing other ·
Ohio universities on issues that are 'near and dear' to contract staff at
BGSU. To determine how issues such as merit, longevity, salary caps, pay
classification systems, etc. are addressed at other universities, PWC
surveyed six of these institutions. Reading this document will provide you
with an understanding of what other universities are doing in these areas.
A brief summary follows:

* Most have 100% merit. Across the board is reserved for union members.
* All but OSU have salary classification systems
* Only haH the universities have a standardized evaluation tool, but nearly
all tie merit to performance

* Two of the six have salary paps
* Three of six have an aim of getting an employee to the midpoint of their
salary range within a prescribed number of years, or competency level
*Only one of the universities has a cost of living adjustment
Please direct comments and questions to your ASC repres.entative.
'·t

A Comparison of Ohio's State Universities on Merit and Salary Classification for Administrative Staff
Part 1
February 21, 1997
-··.

Akron·

Cincinnati
I

Miami

'•

··.+"

1.

Do you have merit?

Yes

Yes

Yes

2.

How does merit work?

A pool of ~oney based on X% is
allocated to units.
Units allocated based on whatever
mechanism they choose.

Merit is allocated to units 0-8% can
be allocated Department decides
mechanism

Available pool detennined by V.P.
Business & Finance.

3.

How long has merit been
in place?

At least since 1979. Became a state 20 years
u. in 1960's. Assumes merit'.s
existence since that time.

4.

What 0 ·(, of pay raise is
merit/across the board?

100% J\ ferit

At least 7 years ( 1990)

100%

Rece~tly

its been 2%. (In addition
to merit, Miami has annually
awarded equity increases, recently
bet\veen 2-3%)
·

.

t ·

~

r

~

-

What is the process used
for negotiating this %?

None

6.

Is % of merit/across
board same every year?

No

No

7.

How frequently is merit
given? How detem1ined?

Once a year, depending on
financial situation.

Annual, except the year of financial
problems

....

.".':

.

......

None

None

5.

.

Once a year, depending on
financial situation.
'
. ;4 .. ·f ~. :,_.:: . .
•

;;!." -~

Akron

Cincinnati

Miami

8.

What is criteria used to
Each unit/area has its own method
determine amt merit pay? or procedure.

None. Each department decides
own process. Some do across the
board.· Have a university form, few
use it. Departments decide-discretion, no consistency, no
evaluation fom1 consistency. Some
don't. Lots of departments across
the board merit.

Supervisor/manager may decide
how much of the available
departmental pool will be awarded
each employee.

9.

Is merit tied to
performance
evaluations?

No

Each does own. Have form, not
used.

In most cases, but no appraisal
tool used in many departments.

10.

Is merit given as bonus
or rolled into base
salary?

Base salary

Base salary

Base salary

11.

Is there classification
system for contract starr?

Yes

Yes

Yes

12.

How long has system
been in place?

Since 1979; for position by grade.
Does not deal with annual salary
.
review process.

1977

Not definite, at least 7 years

13.

How satisfied is the staff
with the system?

Not satisfied. In process of
revision.

Is OK; functional, needs to be
updated.

Frustrated with the current system.
Uneasy about what impact Mercer
results will have on establishing
another system.

14.

What is the process for
moving from grade to
grade?

Promotion and job audit program
(based on a point factor system)

Job fam~lies, not grades Can move
to .Sr. level Dept. recommendation

Promotion certainly, but not sure
what other criteria may be used.

.

-

•·

'

~

........

15. What happens when
reach top of pay· grade?
Do staff get merit?

Akron

Cincinnati

Miami

No salary caps so doesn't affect
merit. However, expe.cts to have
salary caps in future for adm. staff
only.

At top can't receive more except by
merit

Not sure

Doesn't khow; has never tracked
information . .

No set time

Not. sure. Intem1ediate ranges not
detet:ffiined
. . . yet.

. •·

16.

Given staff receives
~verage merit pay, how
long to move from
minimum to maximum?
To midpoint? First
quartile?

.'

~:

r , ,

~

.

.',.

'

...

No. Years of service was not
considered when the classification
system was put in place in 1979.

Does pay range move
with each across board
increase?

Salary ranges do move. However,
last year there wasn't an increase
made to the salary ranges. Two
years ago there was a 2% increase.

19.

What determines how
much pay ranges move?

The President and Board make all
decisions on salary range
movements and on the %.

20.

How often are wage
assessment surveys
done?
·.• ..

Don't know, but internal surveys
have been done:· · '" · -- ·

.

:

..

~-

,.

.

.

~-~

-

•'•!

.

'

'

17. Are there rules for
progre~sion· thr()ugh
ranges (i.e., longevity,
performance)?
18.

'

~-

....

·.

~

-~

"!ftl

_-, . _:; f:~ .

..

~-

.

I

No across the board increases

--

.

! ·,

...

Not yet

Not ranges
Job families they progress through

,_

.

.'

...

'.

-· - ·-

,.

J~ot yet

-

'

'

The Board makes all final financial
decisions. Mercer will certainly
impact the movement.

Benchmarks usually done annually.
Special markeffamilies are looked
at more often such as computer
. services.•.-

.

-

..

.

~ii~l~y

--·

.. .

....... -..

)

..

'

~,--

.
;

i

.............

···-!

Akron

Cincinnati

Miami

21.

What external groups are
assessments compared
against?

No external bench marldng.

Didn't ask

""
--·

\Vhat changes have
occurred based on results
of assessments?

None

None

Not sure

23.

Is there cost-of-living
adjustment?

No

No

Called the equity pool at Miami._
Generally 2-3% given.

24.

How is amt & frequency
determined?

N/A

NIA

V.P. Business & Finance annually
designates an amount available for
two pools (equity & merit). The
Board votes.

~5.

What happens when
reach top of pay grade?
Do staff get cost-ofliving?

NIA

No cost of living, can add merit

Not yet detem1ined

~6.

Sending copies of
documents

Admin. Staff handbook
pay range scale
performance e~aluation form
when revised, information related
to pay classification

No handbook, sending other fom1s

Will send whatever can be gather.
Send our final documents to
Miami.

yJrI

·I

A C01uparison of Ohio's State Universities on Merit and Salary Classification for Adntinistrative Staff
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1.

2.

3.
4.

Do you have merit?

How does merit work?

I
i
!

Ohio State

Ohio University

Toledo

Yes

Yes

Yes. Goal is to develop a
quantifiable merit perfom1ance
appraisal system over the next
year.

Broad banding--gives more
flexibility to each chair/dean. The
broad banding will not withstand a
fed labor audit as well as
••microboxes" but OSU believes that
it will handle a l31'ge institution
better.

A pool of money is determined by
the BOT. The average an1owtt is set
at X%. Dept. Dir. or chairs are given
a range from 2%-7% that they can
'
assign.

·,

How long has merit
been in place?

Since 1977

What ~ ~ of pay raise is
merit/across the board?

100%

Only unions get across the board ...
everyone else 'i:OO% merit (last year
4%, provost had additional I%; 4%
year before)

i
I

I
j

~

A pool of money, bas~d on X~ oof
the unit's salary pool, is allocated
to the unit. Units allocate merit as
they choose to individuals who
earn a satisfactory or better
performance evaluation during a
!
given year.

'

·l

'

;'

I
f

!
~

t

'i

Since .1994
.

~

1

f,
''~

t

100%

'

~
~

.·)

1

, ..

G

~

5.

6.

Administrative Senate recommends
% but BOT rarely agrees

What is the process
·used for negotiating
this%?
Is % of merit/across
board same every year?

,•··r

...

No

'

100%
.

.

.

.

. .....
.-~

"

.1

i:!

u:!

'·· '

~

-~~ ... w

•••

.J', ••

~

Personnel Office makes salary 0 :)
increase recommendation to the
President and the Board
- .-.

~?;~-~;-!~·;.

-~~"-~·

-

---

..• ,

·-

..

~

-

¥.

Ohio State

Ohio University

'foledo

Once per year (if a salary is in the
bottom half of pay scale, mid-year is
possible)

Once a year depending on financial
situation

Once a year

Evaluation and goal achievement

Satisfactory or better perfonnance
evaluation leads to merit increases

7.

How frequently is
merit given? How
determined?

8.

What is criteria used to
detemtine amt merit
pay?

9.

Is merit tied to
performance
evaluations?

Tied to performance~ peer equity.
market surveys for position

Yes

Yes. Outstanding perfonnance
should = outstanding merit
increases. Personnel Office
reviews all evaluations and merit
increases to ensure merit is
distributed fairly.

10.

Is merit given as bonus
or rolled into base
salary?

One time bonus might be used for
relatively high paid staff

Base salary

Base salary

Moving into broad banding - away
from classification mechanism

Yes

Yes. "Hay" job evaluation
inethod.

1977

Since 1994, a performance
management system is in place for
unclassified positions.

11. Is there classification
system for contract
staff?
12. How long has system
been in place?

......

.

~~

~I
•
I

. I

i

13. How satisfied is the
staff with the system?
..

Ohio State

Ohio University

Toledo

When they publicized lheir intent to
move away from any across-theboard raises, they conducted many
seminar on campus--and received
only 15 letters against moving to
100% merit

Fairly satisfied. Very few appeals.

Generally satisfied

14.

What is the process for
moving from grade to
grade?

Appeal audit promotion

Promotion and/or position job reanalysis

15.

What happens when
reach top of pay grade?
Do staff get merit?

Dept. Head or chair may appeal to
V.P. to waive cap (usually this done)

Guidelines call for salaries to be
frozen at the top of a pay grade
and employees are "red-lined" ·

16.

Given staff receives
average merit pay, how
long to move from
minimum to
maximum? To
midpoint? First
quartile?

No assumption about getting to
maximum. Aim is to get to
midpoint.

~.5

Assumption is an individual will
be:at the mid-point of their salary
grade when performing at the
"fully competent" level as
specified on the position analysis
questionnaire (the amount of time
needed to learn and do the job)

Are there rules f()r
progression through
ranges (i.e., longevity,
performance)?

Movement is based on how good
budgets look .

;

17.

..

.··,...
..:·.....

years to 1st quartile
S yenrs to midpoint (longer to
maxinnm1, not a designated time
period)
~

·.

Pertbm1ance is the primary guide for
progression. Equity is a factor also.

No ·rules built itlto system for
ti.irtlieradvat1d~ntenl beyond mid.~~~~~j ,~·; ;:· ·,;, ·.;>:·.'' ' . f. .:
i
l' ,;

.

·.

'

• ,,.

.

!
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Ohio State
18.

Does pay range move
with each across board
mcrease:
•

19.

20.

21.

2~.

23.

I)
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Ohio University

to~·;

of normal pay raise Oast
year~ this meant that tl1e pay scales
moved up~%, pay raise was 4?-o)

BOT and Admin. make decision

How often are wage
assessment surveys
done?

Every 5 years

The groups chosen depend on the
occupation. For academic advising,
tl1ey compare to other Big Ten
schools. For computing, to central
Ohio business.

..

What changes have
occurred based on
results of assessments'?
Is there cost-of-living
adjustment?

No

I!
I

Pay range moves 50% of merit pool

What determines how
much pay ranges
move?

What external groups
are assessments
compared against?

Toledo

CUPA and possibly other market
studies

Some salary have been adjusted, both
up and down
No

f.

No, but pay ranges are reexamined every 2 years by the
Personnel Oftice, who
reconunends to the President and
the Board that the ranges be
increased by X%
On an as-needed basis, for
individual positions.
At least every two years, for salary
ranges. Director of Compensation
and Benefits monitors institution's
salaries both from an internal and
external perspective annually.
CUPA, Bureau of Labor Statistics,
IUC and lvL-\C school salaries

Competitive market adjustments
for individual positions and the
entire salary grade structure

~

~

~

~
f
~

i'·

I
I
~

t
~

l

I
I
Ii
I

!
I

No
1

l
!

I'

.

Ohio State
24.

How is amt &
frequency detem1ined'?

Ohio University

Toledo

N/A

Personnel monitors external salary
guidelines to ensure Toledo's
salary ranges are competitive

-

25.

What happens when
reach top of pay grade?
J?o staff get cost-ofliving?

N/A

No

26.

Sending copies of
documents

Pay range scale portion of Adm.
Handbook

Copies of pay grades, of
performance management system
and evaluation forms received

'

....

-~~--~

(IJ:r

Provo~!
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Dr. Joan Morgan, Chair
Administrative Staff Council

FROl\·1:

Charles R. Middleton
Provost and Vice President

RE:

-I(:J:t f.("'>
~

Administrative Compensation Plan

Per your request I am writing to confirm our conversation at
Tuesday's meeting regarding the administrative staff compensation plan.
As we discussed, the administration is pn~sently waiting for confirmation
from the Dc?parl1nent of Labor that the first phase of the administrative staff
compensation plan is in compliance with current statutc?S. We had
anticipated that by now that the? University would have be1?n notified by the
DOL.

I cannot give you a firm date when this notification will be
forthcoming. However, I have been assured that the DOL review is
progressing in a timely fashion. Until the first phase of the compensation
plan is approved by the DOL, it would not be prudent for the administration
to proceed with furth10~r policy dev•?lopment because any changes would
require re-submission to the DOL and might delay their review even more.
I confirm my commitment to developing an equitable compensation
plan for all administrative staff. This is a top priority. I continue to be
impressed with the collaborative relationship the administration has with
the Council leadership and I look fmward to building upon that relationship
in the future.

skg
xc:

~

and Vice PreGidcnt
f.:.r Ao:~demi.:: AffJirs
230 M.:Pall c.~nter
Gre"n, (thj.:, .1J,I03-G020

President Ribeau
Cabinet

79
5/1/1997

Principles and Recommendations for a
Performance-Based Merit System
for Administrative Staff at Bowling Green State University
, The Administrative Staff Council believes that a number of important
principles must form the foundation for an effective performance appraisal
process and for the equitable distribution of salary increment awards. The
Council endorses the concept of a performance-based merit system for
awarding employee salary increases provided such a system is fair,
equitable, and firmly grounded on these principles. By .. merit'\ the Council
means a salary increment that is allotted for performance of duties that
meets or exceeds unit expectations. The rationale for this definition is
provided by the following principles of an effective merit system.
1. An effective merit system should promote employee recruitment
and retention, adequately reward conscientious performance of normal
duties and responsibilities, and provide incentives that encourage
distinguished, innovative and creative achievements to meet unusual
challenges and opportunities when they arise.
2. A salary system should be designed to promote internal salary
equity (based upon the Administrative Staff Compensation Plan) as well as
external salary equity (based upon salary comparisons among individuals
in similar positions from similar universities, colleges or departments).
THE INSTITUTION SHOULD MONITOR AND ENSURE THAT EMPLOYEE
SALARIES CONTINUE TO BE COMMENSURATE WITH INDIVIDUAL
EMPLOYEE•s SKILLS, ABILITIES, AND EXPERIENCE.
3. A performance-based merit system may include a component of
peer-review when appropriate. Appropriateness will be determined jointly
by the supervisor and staff member.
4. A performance-based merit system should engender the type,
quantity, and quality of performance that contributes to the achievement of
institutional and unit missions and goals. The reward system also needs to

recognize that there are often multiple paths that may be taken in support
of missions and goals.
5. A merit system needs to establish a clear connection between
employee perfurmmwe and reward; MERIT0810US PERFORMANCE SHOULD
BE REWARDED IN TANGIBLE WAYS THROUGH: SIGNIFICANT
PROGRESSION WITHIN A SALARY RANGE, RENEWING MULTIPLE-YEAR
CONTRACTS, AND/OR PROMOTION AND MOVEMENT TO A NEW SALARY
RANGE WHEN DEEMED APPROPRIATE. A department or unit must clearly
identify the normal expectations and performance standards that are expected of
all staff. Through this process, indicators must be identified for performances
that fall below standard expectations for merit as well as those types of
achievements that surpass the unit's standard expectations.
6. The performance appraisal process should provide employees
with constructive comments that enable them to develop professionally and
to make improvements in performance.
7. The merit system must avoid trivializing the system by spreading
merit too thinly and thus minimizing the impact of any incentive awards
given.

8. Even the best annual review systems may produce salary
inequities or may fail to appropriately reward contributions or performances
that occur over longer periods of time. Thus, an annual merit review
system needs to be supplemented by periodic five-year comprehensive
reviews on a rotating schedule.
9. A performance-based merit or salary reward system should foster
cooperation among staff, should reward groups and teams as well as
individuals for collaborative work performances, and should generate wide
support and general satisfaction on the University campus.

10. Both the performance based merit system and the performance
appraisal process will be reviewed annually by ASC.

~I

Provided these ten principles are followed,

the Administrative Staff

Council recommends that Bowling Green State University adopt a
performance-based merit reward system. The Council believes it is better
to improve the existing system than to abandon it completely. What follows
are the specific recommendations for an employee perform~nc~-ba.sed _____________ _
merit system which is specific to Administrative Staff members.

Recommendations
1. Each year the University should IDENTIFY, REVIEW AND
ADDRESS EMPLOYEE SALARIES WHICH MAY BE INEQUITABLE,
SUCH AS THE SALARIES OF THOSE INDIVIDUALS WHO ARE BELOW
THE MIDPOINT OF THEIR SALARY GRADE. Funds should be made
available on a regular, on-going basis TO CORRECT SALARY
INEQUITIES, make market adjustments and salary adjustments dt;!emed
appropriate following comprehensive reviews of employee performance
and salary, and to support raises for promotions. These funds should not
be considered a part of the annual merit pool.
2. TO ESTABLISH A CLEAR CONNECTION BETWEEN
EMPLOYEE PERFORMANCE AND REWARD, MERITORIOUS
PERFORMANCE SHOULD BE REWARDED IN TANGIBLE WAYS
THROUGH: SIGNIFICANT PROGRESSION WITHIN A SALARY RANGE,
RENEWING MULTIPLE-YEAR CONTRACTS, AND/OR PROMOTION AND
MOVEMENT TO A NEW SALARY RANGE WHEN DEEMED
APPROPRIATE.
a. Upon the completion of five years of meritorious assessments, an
employee's salary shall be REVIEWED AND increased TO FURTHER
PROGRESSION THROUGH THE DESIGNATED SALARY RANGE. THE
AMOUNT AWARDED WILL BE CONTINGENT UPON AVAILABLE
INSTITUTIONAL RESOURCES.
b. After five consecutive years of meritorious assessments, the
employee shall be granted an annually renewable five year contract with
provisions for annual salary increases; THIS FIVE-YEAR CONTRACT
WILL BE RENEWED ANNUALLY, SO LONG AS THE EMPLOYEE'S

.,

ANNUAL PERFORMANCE CONTINUES TO BE RATED AS
MERITORIOUS.
3. A merit system must be administered openly and reliably. Thus,
changes in evaJuation and Qlerit pay criteri~ f!lUSt be completed BEFO_RE
the new contract year, i.e. before June 30 of the prior contract year. To
ensure that employees can contest unfair merit assessments, TIMELY
DISCLOSURES OF MERIT PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS ARE
necessary. Continual dialogue between the supervisor and the employee
about progress towards goals is essential.
TIME DEADLINES
a. Performance appraisal forms must be completed by May 31 of the
prior contract year.
b. MERITORIOUS ASSESSMENT must be known at the completion
of the evaluation process. (May 31)
c. Merit criteria must be known prior to start of the next contract year.
Failure to meet any of items a-c defaults to the employee being
awarded AT LEAST the average increase given to all contract staff. For
e.g. in 1996, the default pay increase was 3%.
d. A supervisor will meet with employees between November 15 and
January 15 for a dialogue on progress toward their annual goals. The
supervisor will document at that time an employee's performance which is
falling below a satisfactory level. The supervisor will be expected to
continue to engage in ongoing dialogue with the employee to improve
employee performance.
4. A supervisor's merit pay is contingent upon completing
performance evaluations and merit pay recommendations for their staff on
time.

·'

5. Human Resources will review all annual performance evaluations
and merit pay recommendations to ensure consistency and integrity.
Issues concerning the. process will be communicated to ASC - PWC on an
annual basis.
6. The annual merit allocation should be based upon the meritorious
accomplishments over the most recent three-year period on a rolling basis,
i.e., each year new information is added to the file for the most recent year
and information for the oldest year is eliminated from the file. This will help
to reduce inequities that can result from differences in the merit funds
available each year and from fluctuations in performance that may occur
from year to year.
7. All employees will be evaluated in their annual performance
reviews to determine their eligibility for merit. Merit eligibility is determjned
by the job performance of an employee, as assessed by the Administrative
Staff Perionnance Appraisal Form. Performing one's job at a satisfactory
level and in a competent manner is the basis for merit pay. Given that an
employee will qualify for a merit increase be meeting, as well as exceeding,
unit standards, it is expected that very few employees will fail to qualify for
merit.
8. Any employee who does not qualify for merit in their annual
performance review should not receive a salary increase. A professional
development fund equal to the uniform percentage raise that would have
been allocated to the individual, should be made available to the
department or academic unit for employee development, with priority given
to assisting employees who have failed to qualify for a merit increment.
9. IF THE TOTAL MERIT POOL FOR SALARY INCREMENTS IN A
GIVEN YEAR IS THREE PERCENT (3%) OR LESS, ALL EMPLOYEES
WHO QUALIFY FOR MERIT IN THEIR ANNUAL PERFORMANCE
REVIEWS WILL RECEIVE THE SAME PERCENTAGE INCREASE IN
SALARY.

10. IF THE TOTAL MERIT POOL FOR SALARY INCREMENTS IN A
GIVEN YEAR IS MORE THAN THREE PERCENT (3%) BUT LESS THAN
FIVE PERCENT {5%), IT WILL BE ALLOCATED ACCORDING TO THE
FOLLOWING GUIDELINES:

A. THREE PERCENT {3%) OF THE TOTAL SALARIES OF
EMPLOYEES SHALL BE ALLOCATED AS A THREE PERCENT {3%)
INCREASE IN SALARY TO ALL EMPLOYEES WHO QUALIFY FOR
MERIT BASED ON THEIR ANNUAL PERFORMANCE R~VIEWS. )lftt{~

/.J-o/r tiv
B. THE REMAININ

l'-rT?Z/l 7JtjC. tii"{JLO,~Fr. s·

IFFERENCE BETWEEN THE TOTAL MERIT
PERCENT {3%) OF THE TOTAL SALARIES OF

THE CONTINUING

SHALL BE ALLOCATED TO

DEPARTMENTS AND UNITS FOR RECOGNITION OF THOSE
EMPLOYEES WHOSE LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE EXCEEDS
DEPARTMENT OR UNIT EXPECTATIONS AS DEFINED BY THE MERIT
POLICY OF THE DEPARTMENT OR UNIT.
11. IF THE TOTAL MERIT POOL IS FIVE PERCENT {5%) OR
MORE, IT WILL BE ALLOCATED ACCORDING TO THE FOLLOWING
GUIDELINES:

A. SIXTY PERCENT {60%) SHALL BE ALLOCATED TO
DEPARTMENTS/UNITS TO BE USED AS AN EQUAL PERCENTAGE
INCREASE IN SALARY TO ALL EMPLOYEES WHO MEET
DEPARTMENT/UNIT EXPECTATIONS AND THEREBY QUALIFY FOR
MERIT IN THEIR ANNUAL PERFORMANCE REVIEWS.
B. FORTY PERCENT (40%) SHALL BE ALLOCATED TO
DEPARTMENTS/UNITS FOR RECOGNITION AND REWARD OF THOSE
EMPLOYEES WHOSE LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE EXCEEDS
DEPARTMENT/UNIT EXPECTATIONS AS DEFINED BY THE MERIT
POLICY OF THE DEPARTMENT/UNIT.

Bowling Green State lTniversity
May 1,1997

MEMORANDUM
To:

Administrative Staff Council

FROM:

Salary Committee

RE:

1996-97 CUP A Results

The ASC Salary C:.mmittee has re.:eiv.::d, r•::viev'll::d and summarized infc,rmation from
the E1 ~'6-97 College and University P•::r;:;o1mel Associalion (CUPA) salary surv·~y. This
review and summari::atim1 is .:onsistent with analysis p·~rf.:.nn.::d in pr.::vious years. One
new analysis based on Mercer gri.)ups is pr.:•vided.

1. BGSU average salaries, when ~ompared to the .:rverag·~ salaries (;f deven Ohio
institutions, ranks BGSU in s•::venth position. This rank has 'laried between
position five and positicm ten over the past seven years with an .:werage rank •:'If 7.4.
Kent State, r..tliami University, Ohio University and T.:·.Iedo have usually ranked
higher than B(rwling Green .:-ver the past seven years.
Ref.: Appendb: B I Appendix B.l
~-

BGSU salaries when .:.-:.mparc::d to the average salaric::s of the eleven Ohio
universities trail by 3.~1 :2'1.}. vVhen o:c:.mpared to Kent, Miami, Ohi,J U. :md Toledo
BGSU trails by 4.38%.
Ref.: Appendix A

3. The CUPA analysis is based on '?13 A.SC p.:1siti,_:,ns at BGSU. S7 of these positions m·e
in IVI~rcer grades fmuteen or higher. Average sahri.::s f(•r these 93 p•:.sitions ar~

usually above th,~ midpoint for their resp•::ctive Mercer grade. This r•::port provide3
no insight f,:-r Merc,::r positions bdow grade fc,urteen, gender I t:tlu1k issues or tim~
in position.
Ref.: Appendix C
4. We believe BGSU salaries should b.~ at :1 level C•:'lnsistent with Kent/Miami. To
be~ome :1. reality this will r~quire an ·=qttivalent salary increas•= to that of
Kent/!vliami plus an 21.dditional 3.3~•% to ~qual l(ent •Jr an additk•nal 3.8~ 0/o to equal
Niiami. Pr•)viding salary in~reases higher than Kent and Miami (lver the ned
several years would have the sam,:: result.
Ref.: Appendix B
This report does nc•t address any issues concerning merit p.:~y i)r increas~s advancing a
person within their I\!ler.:er gr(•Up. These issues are being address.::d by the P~rsom1el
Welfare Committee.

.,

Appendix A

1996-97
Summary of CUPA- BGSU Average Salary
Compared to State Average
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. 1996-97 .;-· . i . f -··
Summary of Comparison of BGSU Salaries
to Other State Schools Using Common Positions
(MV 2.1)

SGhool
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Miami
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Summary of Comparison of BGSU Salaries
to Other State Schools Using Common Positions (MV 3.1)
Seven Year Comparisons
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Joe Lutlm~~11_,_ ABETTS®b;_J!_~-!·;b~du, H,Re:

New meri!_~IEaf~~ '"~·····--·~,----~-~---_-]_,
To: Joe Luthman ~jlutluna@bgnet.bgsu.edu>, ABETTS@bgnet.bgsu.edu,
I-IANNA@ wbgu.bgsu.edu, KEPKEJM ,;y bgnet.bgsu.edu, IKLOPPI @CBA.bgsu.edu,
EODONNEcJ'bgnel.bgsu.edu, jmorga3@bgnel.bgsu.edu, whitmire@bgnet.bgsu.edu
From: dboyce@bgnet.bgsu.edu (Deborah Boyce)
Sul)_ject: Re: New merit draft

At 10:57 A_M 5/1/97, Joe Luthman wrote:
>TO: PWC folks
>
>As incredible as this may seem (the ASC meeting is in just 2 hours), here is
>the newest merit draft, with dumges made a.s reC•)nunended by Middleton ..
>y.:iu have a few minutes, please read the capitalized sections for the most
>recent changes. This will be lhe version that is discussed during t.:.day's
>meeting.
>Please call •X send mail if you see any typos.

>
511/1997
>Principles and Reconunendations for a
>Perfmmance-Based Merit System
>for Administrative Staff at Bowling Green Stale University
>
>
The Administrative Staff Council believes that a number •)f important
>principles must fonn the l~xmdation t~x an effective pert~:.m1ance appraisal
>process and for the equitable distribution of salary increment awards. The
>Council endorses the concept of a perfonnance-based merit system for
>awarding employee salary increases provided such a system is fair,
>equitable, and firmly grounded on these principles. By "merit", the Council
>means a salmy increment that is allotted f•:Jr pe:rf•:JlTllrulce .:.f duties that
>meets or exceeds unit expectations. The rationale for tllis definition is
>provided by the following principles of an effective merit system.
>
1. An effective merit system should prc•mote employee recmitment
>
>and retenti.::.n, adequately reward conscientious perfonn[lnce •:Jf nmmal
>duties and responsiblHties, and provide incentives thi1t encourage
>distinguished, lmwvatlve and creative achievements t.:. meet unusual
>challenges and opportunities when they arise.
>
:>
2. A salmy system sh•)Uld be designed t•) pr•)mote internal sal::uy
>equity (based upon the Administrative Staff Compensation Plan) as well as
:. .~xternal sal::uy equity (base\.i up.)n sabty compm·isons m1wng individuals
>in similar positkms from similm- universities, colleges or depm1ments).
>THE INSTITUTION SHOULD MONITOR AND ENSURE THAT El\1PLOYEE
>SALARIES CONTINUE TO BE COMJVIENSURATE WITH INDIVIDUAL
>EMPLOYEE'S SKILLS, ABILITIES, AND EXPERIENCE.
>
>
3. A l:-1erfc•rn1ru1ce-based merit system may include a C•)mponent of
>peer-revie\v when appropriate. Appwpriateness will be determined jointly
>by the supervisor and staff member.
>
>
4. A petfunnance-based merit system should engender the type,
>qum1tity, and quality of pe-rfonnance that contributes Lo the achievement of
>institutional and unit missions and goals. The rewm·d system also needs to
>recc•gnize that there are often multiple paths that may be taken in supp011
>of missions and goals.
>
>
5. A merit system needs t•} establish adem· connectk•n between
>empl.::.yee perf.::.nnance ;:md rewru·.:l; MERITORIOUS PERFOR.MANCE SHOULD
LP;:,i;;te~_!~;-"db~;~,~@~~n~-i:b~~!:!~.ed~_il.?.eb~r.~.~ il~Ic;) -=.~

·
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Joe Luthman , ABETTS@bgnet.b_~s~~~~l_!I:?,,_I,!,Re: New merit draft
::..BE REWARDED IN TANGIBLE \VAYS THROUGH: SIGNIFICANT
>PROGRESSION WITHIN A SALARY RANGE, RENE\VING MULTIPLE-YEAR
>CONTRACTS, AND/OR PROMOTION AND MOVEMENT TO A NEW SALARY
>RANGE WI-IEN DEEl\1ED APPROPRL'\TE. A depmtment or unit must clemly
>identify the normal expectations ru1d perfonmmce standards that m·e expected of
>all staff. Through this pr.::,cess, indicators must be identified for perf•)tmances
>that fall below standard expectations for merit as well as those types of
>achievements that surpass the unit's stand::u·J expectations.

>
>

6. The perfmmance appraisal process should provide employees
>with c.::•nstructive comments that enable them to develop professkmally and
>to make improvements in performance.

>
>

7. The merit system must av.::•id trivializing the system by spreading
>merit t•)O:) thinly and thus minimizing the impact of zmy incentive awaJds
>given.

>
>
S. Even the best annual review systems may produce salmy
>inequities or may fall to appwptiately reward contributions or performzmces
>that occur over longer periods t:•f time. Thus, an annual medt review
>system needs to be supplemented by periodic five-year comprehensive
>reviews on a rotating schedule.

>
>

9. A performance-based merit or salmy rew;;u-..::1 system should foster
>cooperati•)n am.:•ng staff, should reward groups and teams as well as
>individuals f()r collal·~o)ralive w.::,rk 1-lelfonnances, and should generate wide
>suppOit and general satisfaction .::111 the University campus.

>
>

10. Both the perfonmmce based metit system and the performance
>appraisal process will l1e reviewed annually by A.SC.

>
>

Provided these ten principles a.l'e foll.:::•wed, the Administrative Staff
>Coundl recommends that Bowling Green State University adopt a
>pelf.:mnance-based merit reward system. Th.:: Council believes it is better
>t•:. improve the existing system than to aband.)n it c.:::•mpletely. What follows
>are the specific reconm11:·ndati•JilS for m1 employee pedonnance-based
:::··merit system which is specific to Administrative Staff members.

>
>Recommendations
1. Each year the University should IDENTIFY, REVIEW AND
>
>ADDRESS EMPLO\T£E SALARIES \VI-ITCI-1 MAY BE INEQUITABLE,
>SUCH AS THE SALARIES OF THOSE INDIVIDUALS WHO ARE BELOW
>TI-lE MIDPOINT OF THEIR SALARY GRADE. Funds should be made
>available on a regular, on-going basis TO CORRECT SALARY
>INEQUITIES, make market adjustments :md salaty adjustments deemed
>appropriate following comprehensive reviews of empl•)yee petfonnance
>and sal::uy, and to support raises f,)r promotions. These funds sh,)tlld not
>be considered a patt of the annual merit pool.

>
>

2. TO ESTABLISH A CLEAR CONNECTION BETWEEN
>EMPLOYEE PERFOIUvV\NCE AND REWARD, MERITORIOUS
>PERFORMANCE SHOULD BE REWARDED IN TANGIBLE \VA YS
>THROUGH: SIGNIFICANT PROGRESSION vVITHIN A SALARY RANGE,
>RENEWING MULTIPLE-YEAR CONTR.A.CTS, AND/OR PROMOTION AND
>MOVEiviENT TO A NEW SALARY RAN_GE WHEN DEEMED
>APPROPRIATE.

>

~;~;~·ted foE__ dboyce@bgne!.b.gsu.~~:-!_J!i~~~--~;J·~~) ···---
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3

a. Upon the cmnpletlon of fiv~ years of medtorious assessments, an
>employee's salary shall be REVIEWED AND increased TO FURTHER
>PROGRESSION THRC•UGH THE DESIGNA TED SALARY RANGE. THE
:··AM:OUN1 AWARDED WILL BE CONTINGENT UPON AVAILABLE
>INSTITUTIONAL RESOURCES.

>

>
>

b. After five Ci)nsecutlve years of meritorious assessments, the
:>employee shall be granted m1 annually renewable five ye;:u· contract with
>provisions for annual sala.ry increases; TI-IIS FIVE-\'EAR CONTR'-\CT
>WILL BE RENEWED ANNUALLY, SO LONG AS THE EMPL()YEE'S
>ANNUAL PERFORMANCE CONTINUES TO BE RATED AS
>MERITORIOUS.

>
>

3. A merit system must be administered •)penly and reliably. Thus,
>changes in evaluation and merit pay criteria must be completed BEFORE
>the new contract year, i.e. before June 30 of the ptior contract year. To
>ensure that employees can contest unfair merit pay assessments, TIMELY
>DISCL()SURES OF MERIT PERFC•RMANCE EVALUATIONS ARE
>necess;:uy. Continual dialogue between the supervisor and the employee
>about pr.::•gress towm·ds goals is essential.

>
>TIME DEADLINES
>a. Perfmmance appraisal forms must be cmnpleted by May 31 of the
>prior contract year.

>
>b. MERITORIC:)US ASSESSiviENT must be known at the completion
>of the evaluati•Jn pwcess. (May 31)

>
>c. Merit criteria must be bK•Wn prior to start •)f the ne.xt contract year.

>

>Failure t.::• meet any of ite:ms a-c defaults to the employee being
>aw;:u·ded AT LEAST the average increase givc·n to all contract staff. For
>e.g. in 1996, the default pay increase was 3%.

>

>d. A supervisor will m~et with employees between Ni)Vember 15 and
>Janumy 15 for a dialogue on progress toward their annual g•xtls. The
>supervisor will document at that time an empl.)yee's perfonnance which is
>falling below a satisfa(:loty level. The supervis•Jl" will be e-xpected to
>continue to engage in ongoing di::Jogue with the employee to improve
>employee petfonnance.

>
>

4. A superviS•)r's merit pay is contingent upon compkting
>performance evaluations and melit pay reconunendations for their staff on
>time.

>
>

5. Human Resources will review all annual perf•)tma.nce evaluations
>and merit pay rec•}nmiendations to ensure consistency and integrity.
>Issues co::•nceming the pro..:-ess will be C•)nununkated to ASC- PWC on an
>annual basis.

>
>

6. The mmual merit all.xalion should lx- based upon the rnelitorious
>accomplislunents .:•ver the: nK•st recent three-year period 0:111 a rl)lling basis,
>i.e., each year new infmmatiun is added l•) the file for the most recent yem
>and information for the oldest yem is eliminated from the file. Tllis will help
>to reduce inequities that can result from differences in the merit funds
>available each yem· and from fluctuations in performance that may occur
>from year to year.

[~.!rinte()"f~!~~:~~OY£t: @·~g!let.~B~~.edu (~~~~i~!!- . ~-~y~~i= . .,. ·.···-·~··==······ ............·.·--·-· · · · ·. ·. ·. ·. --~-. ~]
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>
>

7. All employees will be evaluated in their annual petfvnnan~e
>reviews t•) detenn.ine their eligibility for merit. Metit eligibility is
>detennined by the job perfmman~e •)f zm employee, as assessed by the
>Administrative Staff Perfonnance Appraisal Form. Perfonning one's j.)b at a
:>satisfactory level and in a competent manner is the basis for merit pay.
>Given that an empk•yee will qualify for a merit increase l~ meeting, as well
>as exceeding, unit stand;;.rds, it is expected that very few empk•yees will
>fail to qualify for merit.

>
>
8. Any employee who does tK•t qualify for merit in their annual
>perfonnance review sh•)tlld not receive a s;:llmy increase. A professional
>development f1.md el}Ual t•) the unifonn percentage raise that would have
>been allocated to the individu::J, should be made available to the
>deprutment or academic unit f.:•r employee development, with priority given
>to assisting employe.es who have failed to qualify fvr a merit increment.

>
>

9. IF THE TOTAL IviERIT POOL FOR SALARY JNCREMENTS JN A
>GIVEN 'fEAR IS THREE PERCENT (3<Y.J) OR LESS, ALL EMPLOYEES
>WHO QUALIFY FOR MERIT IN THEIR ANNUAL PERFORMANCE
>REVIEWS WILL RECEIVE THE SA~lli PERCENTAGE JNCREASE IN
>SALARY.

>
>

10. IF THE TOT.:.\L ~~IERIT POOL FOR SALARY INCREMENTS IN A
>GIVEN YEAR IS MORE THAN THREE PERCENT (3%) BUT LESS THAN
>FIVE PERCENT ~5%), IT WILL BE 1.\LLOCATED ACCORDING TO TI-lE
>FOLLOWJNG GUIDELINES:
>
>
A. THREE PERCENT (3%) OF TI-lE TOTAL SALARIES OF
>EMPLOYEES SHALL BE ALLOCATED AS A THREE PRECENT (3%)
:--INCREASE IN SALARY TO ALL EMPLOYEES vVHO QUi.\LIFY FOR
>~RIT BASED ON THEIR ANNUAL PERFOR..MANCE REVIEWS.

>
>

B. TI-lE REIVIAINING DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE TOTAL MERIT
>POOL AND TI-lE THREE PERCENT (3%) ()F THE TOT1.\L S!.\LARIES OF
>THE CONTINUING FACULTY SHALL BE ALLOCATED TO
>DEPART~NTS AND UNITS FOR RECOGNITI()N OF THOSE
>EMPLOYEES vVHOSE LEVEL (JF PERFOR..MANCE EXCEEDS
>DEPARTIVIENT ()R UNIT EXPECTATIONS AS DEFINED BY TI-lE MERIT
>POLICY OF TI-lE DEPARTMENT OR UNIT.
>
>
11. IF THE TOTAL MERIT POOL IS FIVE PERCENT (5•-!.J) OR
>MORE, IT WILL BE ALLOCATED ACCORDING Ti) TI-lE FOLLOWJNG
>GUIDELINES:

>
>
A. SIXTY PERCENT (60%) SI-L\LL BE ALLOCATED TO
>DEPARTMENTS/UNITS TO BE USED AS AN EQUAL PERCENTAGE
>INCREASE IN SALARY TO ALL EMPLOYEES WHO MEET
>DEPARTMENT/UNIT EXPECTATIONS AND TI-IEREBY QUALIFY FOR
>MERIT IN TI-IEIR ANNUAL PERFORMANCE REVIEWS.

>

>
B. FORTY PERCENT ~40%) SHALL BE 1.\LLOCATED TO
>DEPARTMENTS/UNITS FOR RECOGNITION AND REWARD OF THOSE
>EMPLO\bES~IOSELEVcLOFPERFOR..~D\NCEEXCEEDS

>DEPARTIVIENT/UNIT EXPECTATIONS AS DEFINED BY THE :MERIT
>POLICY OF TI-lE DEPARTIVIENT/UNIT.

>

[c_P_•-·ii-lt-e~d-~!-~;: dboyce@lbgnet.~gsu.edu (:t;!ebor~!!_.~oyce) ···--··-··----..·-·-~-
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Prove·~!

und Vic'! Pre5ident
for Ac:1demk Affairs
230 t.kf~ll Center
Bowling Green, Ohi·J .J:HOJ-0020
Ph~·n·~= f.fEr, 372-2415

FAX: (419) 371-8·1·16

May 1,1997

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Dr. Joan Morgan, Chair
Administrative Staff Coundl

FROI\.f:

Charles R. l\1idclleton
Provost and Vice President

RE:

/

(_;_f;f-tl_/'"

Administrative Compensation Plan

Per your request I am writing to confirm our conversation at
Tuesday's meeting regarding the administrative staff compensation plan.
As we discussed, the administration is presently waiting for confirmation
from the Department of Labor that the first phase of the adminisLTative staff
compensation plan is in complian':'? with curr,~nt statutes. We had
anticipated that by now that the University w·ould l1av1? been notifi,?d by the
DOL.

I cannot give you a firm date when this notification will be
forthcoming. 1-Iowew:r, I have been assun?d that the DOL review is
progressing in a timely fashion. Until th1? first phase of the compensation
plan is approved by the DOL, it would not be prudent for the administration
to proceed with furth,::r policy development because any changes would
require re-subrnission to the DOL and might delay their review 1?ven more.
I confirm my commitment to d,~veloping an equitable compensation
plan for all administrative staff. This is a top priority. I continue to be
impressed with the collaborative relationship the administration has with
the Council leadership and I look forward to building upon that relationship
in the future.
skg
xc:

President Ribeau
Cabinet

